EXPLORING THE POTENTIAL
OF THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE
PROGRAM FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT
WORKERS’ FEDERATION

“Ending violence against women requires actions by all of us. As a union, we have many avenues
to help address this issue collectively. One of those ways is at the bargaining table. The Women’s
Advocate program can let women know they are not alone; it is their right to be free from violence;
and that there are community resources and support needed to leave a violent relationship. Women’s
Advocates can work to ensure women’s jobs are protected when they need time off work to find
safety. Hundreds of Unifor women have contacted Unifor Women’s Advocates and have felt supported,
believed, validated an empowered. These were the first steps in living a life free from violence. We
know we cannot end violence against women at the bargaining table alone. The Women’s Advocate
Program provides women with support and resources when often there is nowhere else to turn.”

Lisa Kelly, Director, Unifor Women’s Department

“One of the best tools the union has to prevent violence against women and workplace harassment is
the Women’s Advocate program.”

Jerry Diaz, Unifor President
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SOCIAL UNIONISM
This initiative is firmly set in the concept of social unionism. Social Unionism sees members as whole
human beings. They have lives before work, at work and after work. The quality of a worker’s life both
at home and at work is union business. In social unionism programs concerned with education, health,
welfare, the arts, recreation, and citizenship are designed to attempt to satisfy the needs of members’
whole personalities. Social unionism promotes the principle that labor has an obligation to better the
general society through wider political struggles for human rights, social justice and democracy.
Social unionism acknowledges the long shadow of violence and how it can impact on the workplace.
Social unionism also understands that issues are connected. Restricted access to childcare can prevent
a woman from being able to leave an abusive relationship. How women are valued in society is directly
related to violence against women. How women are valued is also related to the services and supports
that will be available to them. Good jobs and secure employment offer women broader opportunities for
economic independence and broader opportunities to be their whole selves. Women who experience
violence cannot bring their whole self to work. Social unionism seeks to support these women’s rights to a
life free from violence at work and at home.

UNION SOLIDARITY
This work was made possible by international union solidarity. The Women’s Committee of the
International Transport Workers Federation learned about the Women’s Advocate Program from the
Canadian union, Unifor. Seeing the potential to adapt this model of providing support for women in their
workplaces, the ITF received financial support from Union to Union, a secular and non-partisan non-profit
organization whose members are the LO (the Swedish Trade Union Confederation), Saco (the Swedish
Confederation of Professional Associations) and TCO (the Swedish Confederation of Professional
Employees) to organize workshops in India, Thailand and Sweden. Unifor generously paid two Women’s
Advocates to facilitate the three international workshops and covered their travel expenses.
This report is the product of a good idea supported by international union solidarity.
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NEW DELI WORKSHOP
Saki Rezwana

Bangladesh Biman Officers Association

Simi Lal Singh

National Federation of Indian Railwaymen

Thirumalleshwari Palaka

National Federation of Indian Railwaymen

Sabina Silwal

Nepal Yatayaat Mazdoor Sangh (NETWON)

Swapna Pramod Salgaonkar

Mumbai Port Trust Dock & General Employees Union

Suman Ananda Shinde

Mumbai Port Trust Dock & General Employees Union

Ranjusha Kiranpure

Maharashtra State Transport Kamgar Sanghatna

Sonarbai

Maharashtra State Transport Kamgar Sanghatna
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Ramila Pode

Nepal Yatayaat Mazdoor Sangh (NETWON)

Pawarbai

Maharashtra State Transport Kamgar Sanghatna

Maya Devi Bega

Independent Transport Workers Association of Nepal (ITWAN)

Apsara Karki

Independent Transport Workers Association of Nepal (ITWAN)

Tejaswi Aryal

Independent Transport Workers Association of Nepal (ITWAN)

Kalpana Kafle

ABC Nepal

Seema Premlal Kahar

All India Railwaymen’s Association

Preeti Singh

All India Railwaymen’s Association

Sunita Dhiman

National Federation of Indian Railwaymen

Tushima Jagtiani

ITF Delhi

Pooja Kapahi

Observer

Divya Sharma

All India Railwaymen’s Association

Neena Yadav

All India Railwaymen’s Association

Neha Prakash

Human Rights Law Network

BANGKOK WORKSHOP
Ms. Yong Chimplee

BMTA-SWU

Ms. Chutima Boonjai

BMTA-SWU

Ms. Kusuma Chanmul

BMTA-SWU

Ms. Churairat Wongduean

SRUT

Ms. Ratchani Thani

SRUT

Ms. Ruchipat Ratchadaputtipaisan TG Union
Ms. Natsini Pitipornpitoon

TG Union

Ms. Pojanee Poosri

TRAN U.

Ms. Rattana Boonsong

TRAN U.

Ms. Ampai Wiwatthanasatapat

WWU

Ms. Orn-uma Pinsuwan

WWU

Ms. Sukanya Chotikanawin

SEETU

Ms. Naiyana Supapueng

Community Organisation

Ms. Chorthip Chaichan

Community Organisation

Ms. Tina Agustien

Indonesian Railway Workers Union

Ms. Diah Purnama Sari

Indonesian Railway Workers Union

Ms. Ni Wayan SitiMahani

Kesatuan Pelaut (Indonesia)

Ms. Saadah

Women’s Crisis Center (Indonesia)

Ms. Annisa Hakim

Women’s Crisis Center (Indonesia)

Ms. Alik Yuliana

Women’s Crisis Center (Indonesia)
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STOCKHOLM WORKSHOP
Susanne Gällhagen

Kommunal

René Jeryd

Kommunal

Astrid König

Kommunal

Marie Ende

Union to Union

Annika Ödebrink

Seko

Julie Amor Piamonte

NSU

Kajsa Lackovic

Seko

Natalie Lucasson

Union to Union

Julie Synnö Böe

Nume

Karin Strömbäck

Sekotidningen

Katrin Olofsson

NTF

Monica Egerbladh

Seko

Annica Barnin

Seko

Emilie Eklund

Transport

Ann-Charlotte Larsson

Transport

Sigrid Bergfeldt

Union to Union

It has been an honour to weave together these voices.
Barb MacQuarrie
Centre for Research & Education on Violence against Women & Children
Western University
London, Ontario CANADA
April, 2016
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VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
It is estimated that 35 percent of women worldwide have experienced either physical and/or sexual
intimate partner violence or sexual violence by a non-partner at some point in their lives. In some
countries that number can be much higher. (UN Women, 2016) Violence against women is characterized
by the dynamics of power and control. These dynamics can be manifested in a number of different ways
that may be influenced by the cultural context.
The 2005 WHO Multi-country Study on Women’s Health and Domestic Violence against Women
describes different forms of violence against women;
“Although intimate-partner violence and sexual coercion are the most common and
‘universal’ types of violence affecting women and girls, in many parts of the world violence
takes on special characteristics according to cultural and historical conditions, and includes
murders in the name of honour (so-called “honour killings”), trafficking of women and girls,
female genital mutilation, and violence against women in situations of armed conflict.”

Other common and severe forms of violence against women include forced prostitution, exploitation
of labour, and debt bondage of women and girls; sex selective abortion, female infanticide, and the
deliberate neglect of girls (Watts & Zimmerman, 2002).
Because of differences in definitions of various forms of violence against women, differences in willingness
and ability to report and differences in the way data is collected, it is impossible to do a direct comparison
of the rates of violence against women in the countries represented by workshop participants. Regardless
of the difficulties of being able to compare rates of violence against women from country to country, even
the most cursory examination of statistics from the countries involved in the workshops make it clear that
violence against women is a serious problem in each and every one of them. For example:
•

In India 52% of women surveyed had experienced violence during their lifetime, and 60% of the
male respondents said they had acted violently against their wife or partner (International Center
for Research on Women, 2004).

•

In Nepal 22 percent of women aged 15 to 49 have experienced physical violence at least once since
age 15; 43 per cent of women have experienced sexual harassment in the workplace and between
5,000 and 12,000 girls and women are trafficked every year. 75 percent of them are below 18 years
of age and the majority are sold into forced prostitution (Violence Against Women Hackathon, 2013).

•

In Bangladesh nearly two out of three women have experienced gender based violence during
their lifetime, and domestic violence is a common, though largely underreported, occurrence (The
MDG Achievement Fund, 2013).

•

23 percent of women in Bangkok aged 15 to 49 have been physically assaulted by their intimate
partner. Sexual harassment, either physical or verbal, was found in up to 40 percent of workplaces.
(World Health Organization, 2007)

•

In Indonesia the national census data for the year 2006 shows that the prevalence of violence
against women is 3.07%. 70% are in the domestic area and 52% of all victims experienced
repeated violence (UN Women). Experts have estimated that just one in ten cases of domestic
violence is reported, meaning that as many as nine times more suffer in silence (Ford, 2012).
Reported cases of violence against women have increased over the past four years, an indication
that Indonesian women are more aware of their rights (Rachman, 2015).
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•

A 2014 European study shows that 46% of Swedish women have suffered physical or sexual
violence. Women’s activists advise caution in reporting country-wide differences, given different
levels of awareness of what constitutes abuse. High reported numbers may reflect women’s
willingness to report violence. (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2014).

•

In Norway the lifetime prevalence rate of women who have experienced any form of violence from
their current or former intimate partner is 26%. 25% of women have experienced physical violence
from their intimate partner (Stelmaszek, 2012).

The question going into these workshops was not, “Are women experiencing violence?” but rather, “Will
participants want to talk about violence against women?” and “What role will they see for their unions to
address violence against women?”

“… we bring to work everything that happens
at home. We can’t compartmentalize or
mentally separate these different aspects of
our lives. While it might not technically be
the responsibility of the employer or union to
provide shelter or assistance for employees
being victimized by abusers at home, the
workplace is a logical place to provide help,
support, and resources for victims of violence.”
Participant from the Canadian Can Work Be Safe When Home Isn’t Survey, 2014
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WOMEN’S EQUALITY, WORK AND VIOLENCE
Gender inequality is the root of violence against women. Academic and community-based feminists have
argued that being in a secure well-paying job is a significant step towards women’s equality (Woodhall &
Leach, 2010). But gender inequality restricts women and girls ability to get an education and to be in the
workplace (World Bank Group, 2015). The 2015 Human Development Report summarizes the impact of
gender inequality on women’s place in the workplace:
“In the realm of paid work, they are engaged in the workforce less than men, they earn less,
their work tends to be more vulnerable and they are underrepresented in senior management
and decision-making positions. In terms of unpaid work, they bear a disproportionate share of
the housework and care work” (Jahan, 2015).

Gender inequality shows up in labor force participation rates. This is the percentage of working-age
persons in an economy who are employed, or who are unemployed but looking for a job. In 2015, 72
percent of working-age men were employed, compared with only 47 percent of women globally (Human
Development Report, 2015). Labour force participation rates vary significantly among the countries
represented by workshop participants, but in all cases, the figures show that more men than women are
participating in the paid work economy. Men’s employment is more valued than women’s. Discrimination
restricts women’s participation in the workplace and their productive capacity (World Bank Group, 2015).
This problem is particularly acute in the transport sector where gender stereotyping that results in
discrimination is compounded by working conditions that are difficult for women including the time, timing
and place of work (Turnbull, 2013).
As an ILO report acknowledges:
“Transport is one of several sectors that have traditionally been regarded as ‘no place for
women’. In many respects and in many countries, this is still the case today.”

The same report goes on to explain that women are massively under-represented in the transport
sector, both in an absolute sense and in comparison to their participation in the national labour
market. The LABORSTAT database maintained by the ILO women shows that women constitute only
1 in 7 transport workers. Furthermore they are losing ground as they experienced three quarters of
the job losses in the transport sector between 2008 and 2011 (Turnbull, 2013).
Once women are in the workplace, violence and harassment can undermine the benefits of work.
Research makes it increasingly clear that whether the violence and harassment originates at work or at
home, it can intervene to destabilize women’s work lives. This issue can create complications for women’s
work lives that men do not face, undermining their ability to get and keep decent jobs. The 2015 Human
Development Report speaks to the impact of discrimination and violence experienced at work:
“The value of work is diminished and its links with human development become weaker
because of discrimination and violence at work” (Jahan, 2015).
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The European Economic and Social Committee speaks to the impact of domestic violence on women’s
work lives:
“Domestic violence against women hinders their social inclusion generally and in the
job market in particular, resulting in marginalisation, poverty, and financial and material
dependency. The physical and psychological effects of violence may affect not just access
to work, but also the workplace situation (absenteeism, psychological stress, change of
residence, etc)” (Ouin, 2015).

Violence and harassment have a deep impact on the ability of women to participate in the workplace, but
there are limited resources available to assist women to navigate these issues. There is an urgent need
for management and unions to consider the needs of women in the workplace, in order to safeguard
women’s economic independence. The Women’s Advocate Program has been identified as a promising
mechanism to secure women’s safety at home and at work, while protecting their employment status
(Woodhall & Leach, 2010).
Increasing women’s participation in the workplace and women’s representation in unions can make
unions stronger too. Increased gender equality in the workplace aligns with decent work in general,
and improvements for the situation of female and male workers with family responsibilities in particular.
Recognizing the importance of protections for working mothers and fathers are much more likely to
be named as priorities for the union and for collective bargaining when women are contributing to the
discussions (Turnbull, 2013)
In studying the feasibility of a Women’s Advocate Program, the International Transport Workers’
Federation is seeking to better understand how violence against women is an issue for the workplace and
how unions can best respond to it.
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THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE PROGRAM
The term “women’s advocate” is commonly used to refer to those who promote women’s issues and
equality. It also describes positions in anti-violence organizations whose major responsibility is to provide
information, support, accompaniment, practical assistance and safety planning to women seeking to leave
violent partners. In 1993, the Canadian Auto Workers (CAW) promoted the idea of an institutionalized and
negotiated dedicated workplace Women’s Advocate in all the workplaces where it represents workers, in
the automobile industry and elsewhere. The CAW first negotiated with Ford, GM, and Chrysler to fund
union sponsored Women’s Advocates in the assembly plants. When the Canadian Auto Workers and the
Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union of Canada merged in 2013, the new union, Unifor,
confirmed its commitment to the program. Today, there are 335 Women’s Advocates.
The goal of the Women’s Advocate program is to create safer workplaces and communities for women by
recognizing and providing support and resources for women experiencing violence and/or harassment.
The frontline role of the Advocate is to act as a referral agent for a woman “in crisis” who is dealing
with issues of violence, abuse or harassment at home or at the workplace. It is not the Advocate’s job
to engage in counselling. She intervenes on behalf of the woman who has experienced violence to
management to arrange time off without the fear of being disciplined. The Advocate is there to help
women access workplace or community services and support them through this process.
Women’s Advocates are also systems’ advocates. They work within systems that are gendered and
through dealing with personal experiences of multiple women, they are able to see how policy connects
all of these experiences. When it becomes clear that policies and practice in workplaces interfere with
the safety and quality of life of women who are experiencing abuse, then systemic advocacy is required.
Shifting between training, experience and reflection, Women’s Advocates begin to understand structural
problems and how to take on systemic change.
Unifor encourages locals to introduce the Women’s Advocate position into their bargaining demands and
provides union negotiators with model collective agreement language. They also provide them with model
language for other related topics, such as the right to refuse work on the basis of harassment, temporary
accommodation for pregnant women, and safe and secure workplaces.
Each Advocate receives forty hours of training paid for by the employer to recognize and deal with
violence. The union creates the curriculum and provides the training. Locals have also negotiated time
off for yearly updates of their skills and knowledge. The Advocates are paid by the employer to perform
their roles during work time. Employers are asked to designate a management support person and, but
management representatives do not provide peer support for the women who approach the Advocate.
Women who are in abusive relationships risk further violence, even death, as they seek to leave or
break contact with the abuser. Many times women turn to the Advocate when they face discipline due to
absenteeism, or performance problems. The Advocate needs to be trained to recognize signs of abuse,
make appropriate referrals and work with the employer to consider safety planning for the workplace, if
necessary.
The cost to the employer is offset by the benefit of keeping people on the job. Keeping a woman at work,
rather than having her seek benefits or disability leave, and maintaining people in healthy relationships
makes for better workers and workplaces.
In the workplace, the Women’s Advocate’s role is to listen, believe, validate and assist. She respects
confidentiality and respects a woman’s right to make her own decisions. She promotes access to
community services and when necessary, she helps plan for future safety. She works with leadership.
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In the community, the Advocate lobbies for child care, housing and funding for women’s programs. She
promotes women’s equality campaigns and networks with coalition partners. She may also provide
support to non-union members in the community as volunteer work. She speaks out, takes action and
gets involved.
Women’s Advocates enrich the ability of the union to take on issues of violence against women and to
advocate for broader social change. Grounded in workplace experiences, they can identify systemic
problems across workplaces. They play a similar role to stewards in promoting labour law reform.
The Women’s Advocate Program is an excellent example of a successful joint union/management
workplace initiative that helps to create healthy, respectful and safe workplaces in Canada. Researchers
who have studied it conclude, “… that dedicated union women’s advocates promote workplace equity at
the same time that they assist individual women” (Woodhall and Leach, 2010). The model language that
Unifor affiliates use in collective bargaining for the Women’s Advocate Program is included in Appendix I.
In October of 2015, facilitators for the Women’s Advocate Program facilitated a workshop in Deli and
Bangkok with union representatives from India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Thailand and Indonesia. The
participants were introduced to the Women’s Advocate Program through exposure to parts of the
training that is provided to Unifor’s Women’s Advocates to union representatives and through reflective
discussions. In February 2016, the workshop was provided in Stockholm to union representatives from
Sweden and Norway.
What follows is a narrative that emerged from each of these workshops. It is not a verbatim recording of
the workshops, but rather a summary of themes. As much as possible women’s voices are the vehicle for
relating the response to the idea of launching a Women’s Advocate Programme in these countries. Some
women spoke through translators. The narratives presented in this report are based on detailed notes
taken at each workshop.
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VOICES FROM INDIA, NEPAL & BANGLADESH
Our Indian, Nepalese and Bangladeshi sisters came from a number of unions and non-profit
organizations:
Saki Rezwana

Bangladesh Biman Officers Association

Simi Lal Singh

National Federation of Indian Railwaymen

Thirumalleshwari Palaka

National Federation of Indian Railwaymen

Sabina Silwal

Nepal Yatayaat Mazdoor Sangh (NETWON)

Swapna Pramod Salgaonkar

Mumbai Port Trust Dock & General Employees Union

Suman Ananda Shinde

Mumbai Port Trust Dock & General Employees Union

Ranjusha Kiranpure

Maharashtra State Transport Kamgar Sanghatna

Sonarbai

Maharashtra State Transport Kamgar Sanghatna

Ramila Pode

Nepal Yatayaat Mazdoor Sangh (NETWON)

Pawarbai

Maharashtra State Transport Kamgar Sanghatna

Maya Devi Bega

Independent Transport Workers Association of Nepal (ITWAN)

Apsara Karki

Independent Transport Workers Association of Nepal (ITWAN)

Tejaswi Aryal

Independent Transport Workers Association of Nepal (ITWAN)

Kalpana Kafle

ABC Nepal

Seema Premlal Kahar

All India Railwaymen’s Association

Preeti Singh

All India Railwaymen’s Association

Sunita Dhiman

National Federation of Indian Railwaymen

Tushima Jagtiani

ITF Delhi

Pooja Kapahi

Observer

Divya Sharma

All India Railwaymen’s Association

Neena Yadav

All India Railwaymen’s Association

Neha Prakash

Human Rights Law Network

The women held a number of different positions within their unions including Assistant Chairman, Youth
Representative, General Secretary of the Women’s Committee and General Secretary.

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS
Several non-profit organizations were represented. ABC Nepal works for the economic strengthening of
women, especially those who have been involved with human trafficking. They also address domestic
violence, rape other forms of violence and they provide rehabilitation counselling.
The Human Rights Law Network is a community organization that provides legal and other assistance to women (and men).
The National Federation of Indian Women is a group that believes the denial of rights and justice for
women is violence. A woman in need can contact them immediately. Their focus is largely sexual
harassment, including the blackmailing of women. They organize programs and encourage reporting.
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TYPES OF WORK
The women were engaged in many different kinds of work. There were drivers of taxis, tuk tuks, mini
buses and trucks. Some worked on buses as conductors. Some worked in the railway sector. There
were cabin crew, ground staff and pilots for the airline industry. Some worked as mechanics to maintain
vehicles; others were field staff working in technical and non-technical positions. Some worked in the
Mumbai Port and held managerial roles. They worked in road cleaning programs or as trekking and rafting
guides in the tourism industry. At least one participant was also a student.

EXPECTATIONS AND MOTIVATIONS
In a discussion about their motivation and their expectations for being there, participants explained,
“Being involved in the workshop gives me a chance to share problems. We can all benefit
from the discussion of problems of women. I hope to reach some conclusions.”
“The benefit of group discussions is that it helps to be clearer about the problems. We
can share information with women back home and encourage them to be involved in such
programs.”
“We can gain more information about women and the violence they are suffering so she can
act to prevent this.”
“I’m here to learn about how to address sexual and workplace harassment.”
“I’m here to learn common strategies, to see what unions are taking up.”
“My expectation is to get new ideas. I’m new in the field. I want to learn how to help other
members and society.”
“I want to learn from experiences of others. I want to see where I can use ideas and implement
them with my union.
“I’m here to learn about other transport workers’ problems.”
“My expectation is to know more about other work places and what kind of problems others
are facing. I want to support the discourse.”
“I am here to solve problems they are facing and we are facing.”
“I want to know about the root of problems. I want to know how to tackle harassment
problems. We can make a list of problems women are facing around the globe. Only women
can help women.”
“We are here to know root causes of violence against women.”

In short, women wanted to learn, to develop and deepen their analysis of both workplace problems and
violence against women, to share information and ideas and to take what they learned back into their own
workplaces to effect change.
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WORK ISSUES
Work and workplaces have been designed to meet the health and safety needs of male workers. They
often fall short of meeting the needs of women workers. In an initial discussion of challenges they face
at work, those working as drivers, along with those working as conductors on buses, immediately named
the lack of public toilets. For example in Mumbai, a city of more than 18 million people, there are no free
toilets for women, yet free urinals for men run in the thousands. So, for a woman daily wage earner who
makes 100 Rupees (about £1) a day, going to the paid toilets at a cost of 5 Rupees per visit becomes
a financial burden (Oxford Human Rights Hub, 2016). As a United Nations Women report on sanitation
clearly states, “Sanitation needs are gendered because the differences stem both from biological bodies
as well as the norms, expectations and taboos surrounding them…The absence of safe and affordable
facilities for these needs disproportionately affects women and girls… Safe sanitation is a gateway service
for human dignity, human health, and gender equality” (UN Women, 2016).
Meanwhile, for women working in the transport sector in India, Nepal and Bangladesh the health and
safety risks are real. To avoid using the dirty toilets, or because of non-existent toilets, many women
do not drink their daily requirement of water, with impact on their health, including increased chance of
urinary tract infections, prolapsed bladder and involuntary urine release (Oxford Human Rights Hub,
2016). If women attempt to meet their sanitation needs in a concealed area, away from the assistance of
others, or the security of witnesses they are vulnerable to sexual assault (UN Women, 2016).
Bad roads also pose risks to women, particularly those who work on the buses. They risk physical injury
as they are continually thrown around about as the vehicle hits large holes and bumps in the road. The
risk increases for pregnant women who can miscarry as a result of being thrown around because of bad
road conditions. As one participant shared;
“The pregnant woman have many cases of miscarriage. They should have desk jobs, but they
will be travelling and doing duty.”

For some women, the lack of child care is a significant problem. One woman told the group;
“I carry my child and work as a sweeper, as we don’t have the childcare facility.”

The women reported that there have been incidents of children being in accidents.
Participants also noted that the industries where they work are male dominated. Women are relatively
new to the workplace and still not well accepted. They find their roles in the workplace are often restricted
and it is difficult for them to be promoted to management level roles;
“Women cannot work at their full capacity because of the pre-defined job roles and
categorizations of what women can work on.”
“There are not enough seats for women in management. Always male domination. Men think
women have low skills that we don’t have enough capacity to work in management.”
“Women are trying to fight challenges and move forward and there is a problem of the
employer not believing in the ability of women to work, of their competence.”

Despite very progressive legislation, harassment and violence on the job was a common problem. In
India, the Sexual Harassment Act requires an employer to set up an ‘Internal Complaints Committee’
(ICC) at each office or branch of an organization employing at least 10 employees. The government
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is in turn required to set up a ‘Local Complaints Committees’ (LCC) at the district level to investigate
complaints regarding sexual harassment from establishments that employ less than 10 employees or if
the complaint is against the employer. The Sexual Harassment Act also sets out the membership of the
committees, the process to be followed for making a complaint and inquiring into the complaint in a timely
manner (Gopalakrishnan, Solanki & Shroff). Women complained that sometimes the Internal Complaints
Committees are non-existent and other times the membership does not meet the required standards. The
Committees cannot always be relied upon to function as intended.
“There are many places where there are women’s committees and they are nonexistent.
We have to lodge grievances, so that complaints can go to headquarters and action can be
initiated against them.”
“Rules are not implemented effectively. You have to go several times to the administration,
even after going to them, unless the union responds, they will not respond. There is not
proper implementation of policies.”

Details about workplace violence and harassment emerged;
“Usually the form of violence in offices is less physical.”
“For bus conductors, we face physical violence and verbal abuse. For women it is sexual, we
get it from everyone, from managers to passengers.”
“For cabin crew, ground staff and pilots, it is mainly mental and emotional abuse. Sometimes
it is so bad they can’t even speak about it. Cabin crews experience sexual and mental
harassment.”
“We have field staff. They are very uneducated, very prone to sexual harassment.”
“If sexual harassment happens to many women [management] will try to do something. They
will try to save the accused. It is their image. They don’t care about the woman.”
“The primary form of violence is gender inequality. We don’t get promotions, there is a glass ceiling.”
“I am from a more of an organized sector [State owned bus company], but the conditions are
pretty much the same – harassment, violence, no voice, no toilets.”

Sometimes it is other women who do the harassing;
“Women in management also harass women. Everyone supports such women.”

Despite the wide spread nature of the problem, occasionally the harasser was disciplined,
“A depot manager tried to harass a lady conductor. He said you sleep with me and you can have
whatever depot you want. Or if you don’t, you will be transferred. He has been dismissed.”

Some participants discussed difficult labour relations;
“They don’t believe in maintaining industrial relations. When I was new they harassed me a
lot. Administration doesn’t help.”
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“The employer does not like a relationship with the union. They will listen, but they will not
help. They don’t want a relationship.”
“The employer wants a relationship based on individual fire-fighting they don’t want any
organized efforts to work on issues in collaboration with the union.”

Those who were tuk tuk drivers passionately discussed the challenges they face including, long hours, no
toilets and health problems like swollen feet and legs and urinary tract infections. They are largely working
in the informal sector for private owners. They described how;
“Male drivers dominate the stands to get the people. The women will have to park ahead or
behind. The majority of customers go to male drivers.”
“Male customers get close to women and try to touch them. Sometimes don’t pay them well.”
“We are regularly harassment by police. They take away our license. We have to waste a day
to get it again.”
“The traffic police are also dominating and harassing us. Traffic police are assaulting women.”
“There is a problem of parking. If on the route I need to park someplace, traffic personnel
don’t allow females to park in open space.”
“Men bang against the tuk tuks. In case of an accident, we are responsible for the repairs.”
“In Nepal’s workplace, we have a lot of difficulties. The employer does not always provide full
wages. The employer does not provide holidays that are allocated. A major problem is that
we don’t have a formal employer. There is not really an employer – employee relationship. All
problems are dealt with at an individual level.”

Some participants spoke of how balancing the responsibilities of home and work can be difficult,
“The challenges are the economic. Women have to work from morning to night daily. They
have various other problems. Women might not be able to come to work because of home
duties. They have the psychological difficulties of home and job.”
“Labourers who work as daily wage, cannot be on time – there is always the problem of time
management because of work and home responsibilities. I wish to have a women’s advocate
to put forth our issues to the union.”

As one woman observed;
“The ladies face problems – whatever the sectors.”
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FEELINGS ABOUT WORK
Despite the challenges these women face in the workforce, they were strongly convinced of their right to
be there and committed to protecting and expanding their workplace rights. They were fiercely proud of
their work;
“Women who drive vehicles are more careful, more nurturing to passengers. Men who over
take vehicles, that leads to accidents. We need to encourage women to be more involved in
the transport sector. The union needs to involve women in various activities. They should be
field supervisors or observers. They can help resolve problems.”

One participant spoke for all of the women when she said;
“I am very proud to be part of the transportation industry of India.”

WOMEN’S RIGHTS THROUGH THE GENERATIONS
While allowing that there are individual differences in experiences, the women talked about the place of
women in the family and in society through the generations. As they reflected on their grandmothers’ and
mothers’ experiences, they reached a strong consensus that women’s rights and responsibilities have
been evolving.

OUR GRANDMOTHERS’ INDIA AND NEPAL AND BANGLADESH
Most grandmothers were uneducated. Girls were not allowed to go to school and most didn’t have even
a primary education. Mobility was restricted. Some spoke of their grandmothers' veiled faces and others
noted that their grandmothers could only wear saris. They commented;
“My grandmother needed to stay in the house.”
“In our group, women were independent because they had money, but they could not go out
because of societal pressure.”

Women had no freedom. They were in service to others twenty-four hours a day. They had no authority
and no place in family decision making. Polygamy and child marriage were common. As one participant
commented;
“When my grandmother was married, she had no idea she was being married.”

Women were responsible for looking after a very big family. Most had to go back to work in the fields
shortly after giving birth.
A Nepalese participant explained that during menstruation, her grandmother had to live in cow shed. She
was not allowed to look at her son and not even allowed to see sun light.
Participants noted that for the most part their grandmothers were happy with what they had, there was
little resistance to social norms and they had little information about women’s rights.
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OUR MOTHER’S EXPERIENCE
Participants noted that during their mothers’ lifetime, a transition was occurring. Society was becoming
more liberal and women were gaining more freedom. They removed veils. Girls were educated now. Most
had a primary education. Some started college or university. Mothers encouraged their daughters to get
an education. One woman expressed her thought that;
“Women came to realize they are also human beings.”

Unlike the generation before them, who were almost exclusively homemakers, women gained entry into
the workplace. A lot of mothers started to work outside of the home. Some women had big jobs and a lot
of responsibility. Even those that remained as housewives gained some financial freedom and they were
able to have a voice. They decided when to get married, even if they were arranged marriages.
Non-governmental organizations opened up to advocate for women’s rights. An example of the kind of
battles they fought came from a Nepalese participant who explained that;
“In Nepal, in the case of women with a Nepali mother and foreign father, she was stateless.
There was no provision to have citizenship based on mother’s citizenship only.”

OUR GENERATION
The current generation has seen drastic changes to the status and the roles of women. Girls are educated
and they have the right to make decisions about what to study. They choose their career path. Women
asserted;
“There has been a transition in people’s mind set.”
“We go out into the world and learn more.”
“We have an option to speak out, to have a voice.”

Participants remarked that mothers are encouraging daughters to study and to work, not just sit at home
and cook and clean. They said;
“Daughters have got a lot of opportunities.”
“Parents are much more encouraging and mine support me to do this job.”
“My grandmother and mother always supported me. That’s why I’m in New Delhi.”

In discussing changes to family life, participants shared their stories of changing roles;
“I have a daughter and she is nine years old. I only have a daughter and we don’t want any
more children. My brother is in USA, so I look after my parents. My parents are pressuring me
to have another child, but I would have divided responsibility. I won’t have another child – my
priority is her.”
“I am able to support my family and I have been looking after my parents with my income.”
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“I am supporting my father.”
“I get no pressure from my parents to get married. I can live a single life. I can travel.”

Women noted some of the ways that other social norms are shifting,
“In Nepal, only men were allowed to mourn parents after death. But now women as well can
mourn. I mourned my mother after the earthquake. No one opposed me doing this. “
“Previously when women were menstruating, they could not touch anything in the kitchen. I
will not tolerate this anymore. These rules will not be tolerated for my daughter. I have a very
liberal environment at home.”
“There have been recent changes, and now daughters can inherit property in Nepal.”

The changes are reflected in clothing as well. Women decide what they want to wear. As one participant said,
“I wear whatever I like – t-shirt, pants.”

In discussing the world of work, women were enthusiastic about the changes they have seen;
“I have started to drive a vehicle. I drive a tuk tuk.”
“In Nepal, a male dominated country, thirty three percent of those involved in the tourist
industry are women.”
“I have many opportunities to work in different jobs.”

One participant did make note of a challenge that can come with this new found freedom for women to
enter the workplace;
“Since women have started to work outside the home, they are supported by society and
families, but it is an added responsibility to balance between home and work.”

These changes have given women more independence and mobility. As participants explained;
“I am independent and have self-decision. “
“I am outgoing. Sometimes clients invite me to the disco or the pub and I go.”

The moving conclusion of one woman was;
“Now every woman is a brave woman.”

FUTURE GENERATIONS
Participants envision gender equality for their daughters. They want universal human rights that give
women full financial freedom, personal development, the right to work and education, marriage rights,
inheritance rights and access to technology. They want their daughters to have mobility and choice;
“She won’t have to live in a locked room. She won’t be confined to a district or a country.”
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“She will wear what she wants.”

The women want to see an end to violence;
“The most important thing, is to have a very safe and protected environment, no abuse,
discrimination, violence. Society should be violence free.”

They spoke of seeing females recognized for their real value;
“A girl is one of the best and most beautiful gifts.”
“My daughter will not be neglected at home, or in the community.”

Some women wanted the right to be average and still recognized as competent;
“Women can be average performers, we won’t have to prove ourselves to get something.”

Others wanted women to have opportunities to take on big roles, and to have a place in the larger world;
“She should emancipate her country. She will make our country and the world a better place
for future generations.”
“She will not just be a housekeeper, but be looking after the diplomatic issues of the country.”
“Girls should treated equally in the house and thus I want my daughter to not just be a part of
her family but a part of the world.”

Others were philosophical, when reflecting on the nature of change;
“They are the kids of the digital world. Whatever problems we have overcome, they are
growing up with digital work.”
“Whatever freedom we have is conditional on her education, her strengths.”

One of the workshop facilitators summarized this session succinctly;
“We are often told that inequality exists because that is the way our culture is. But you have
described great change. Culture is not static. You are feeling that power. Change won’t happen
unless we work to address the barriers. This exercise has been very inspirational.”

THE RIVER
The top of the river represents local initiatives to prevent violence against women, such as legislation.
The bottom of the river represents resources to support women who have already experienced violence
and the mist is the work to change attitudes. By changing attitudes we build the power to change the laws
to prevent violence or to provide more resources for support at the bottom of the river. In this exercise
women discussed initiatives for prevention, support and the process of changing attitudes.
As discussed above, the lack of easy access to toilets is a huge indignity for women in India and can
put them at risk of assault and sexual assault. Where public toilets are available, women and girls often
experience verbal harassment and even physical assaults. While women in the countryside have more
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open space, and thus, more privacy, it’s a double-edged sword. That isolation can also put them in greater
danger of being sexually assaulted as they make their way back from the fields. The lack of toilets also
has an impact on women’s health.
Participants reflected upon top of the river initiatives such as the Right to Pee campaign, launched in 2013
by 35 community based organizations in Mumbai to demand better toilet facilities for women. The group
filed Public Interest Litigation under Article 226 of the Constitution of India in the Bombay High Court,
citing both the risk of violence and the health risks that a lack of access to toilets engenders.
The Court then proceeded to hold that clean public toilets contribute to the health and well-being of the
society. It stated:
“[Women] need these facilities at public places like Railway Stations, Bus Stands, Banks,
Public Offices like State Government Offices/Municipal Offices. Public health is of paramount
importance and that it is the duty of the State and the Corporations to ensure that public
latrines, urinals and similar conveniences are constructed, maintained and kept in a hygienic
condition. The need for toilets is felt even more acutely, during menstruation.”

(Oxford Human Rights Hub, 2016)
#SelfiesWithDaughters, a campaign launched by Prime Minister Narandra Modi that encourages fathers
all over India to post selfies with their daughters to raise awareness for women’s welfare in India is an
example of a campaign located in the mist, meant to change attitudes. The popular campaign began
trending on social media within hours. It is part of a larger campaign called Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao
(save a girl, educate a girl) aiming to address the declining child sex ratio. In 2011 there were 918 girls for
every 1,000 boys in India. The gap is caused by female foeticide.
An announcement by Maneka Gandhi in July, 2015 that the Modi government would open Rape Crisis
Centres in every district in India, funded through the Nirbhaya Fund is an example of a bottom of the river
initiative to support women who have experienced violence. The trauma support infrastructure in India is
almost non-existent and it is a widely acknowledged that many cases of sexual assault go unreported due
to unfavourable perceptions about the police and medical system which openly discriminate against rape
victims. Many have been greatly disappointed that the project has been scaled back to the point where
instead of opening the planned 660 trauma care centres, just 36, or one in each state will open. (FirstPost
India, 2015)
Participants agreed that the role of a Women’s Advocate would be to work at all stages and in all places of
the river – prevention, changing attitudes and responding to violence.

HOW ARE UNIONS ALREADY ADDRESSING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN?
Although the Women’s Advocate Program is a new concept for unions, many of them have been
engaged in various kinds of work to address violence against women. This work will provide an important
foundation on which to build a Women’s Advocate Program. Women explained a variety of ways their
unions are currently working in this area:
“The union is trying to get women compensation for the violence they experience. Legal
support is provided by the union. The union is working as a lobbyist for their voices to
government and employers. They are also fighting for women’s rights and counselling
services.”
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“The union has an awareness campaign, we have meetings, we try to inform women of their
rights. We have also provided self-defense training to women.”
“There are a high number of cases of women being assaulted by passengers, passengers
try to touch them. Through the union, we encourage women who drive tempos to raise their
voices against it and lodge their complaints against this behaviour.”
“The main concern is to prevent violence against women but in cases where women have
already experienced violence we will try to provide them with counselling services, skill
training, capacity building, empowerment to have a voice. We need to strengthen such
programs.”
“When facing violence from the employer or threat of firing, the union acts as a mediator
between the employer and union member.”
“If a union member faces violence, her voice is channeled through the union, but if an
individual experiences violence, she is not responded to as well. The union represents unity
and strength. They help the whole society to confront such cases. They organize awareness
programs including street theatre against violence.”
“The union has a radio program, street dramas, and rallies against violence against women.
Every year we celebrate the 16 days of action.”
“The union offers moral support to women undergoing domestic violence. Most women would
not even come forward and say they are experiencing domestic violence. Nobody would go to
the victims’ home and help her there. Even the police would not help – it’s an internal matter of
the family.”
“I got all support when I was experiencing sexual harassment. The guy was transferred. In
the new place, he started to do the same thing again. The law says that the minute a woman
reports, the man must be removed. Transfer is not a punishment. Two or three months after
she lodged a complaint, the man’s family pressured her to revoke the case.”
“There was a removal of service where a man was harassing a woman. She lodged a
complaint in place of a woman who experienced sexual harassment. He was transferred.”
“The Women’s Cell is very active, but only active for a particular class. For women working
in offices. Sanitary workers, waste pickers don’t know that the cell exists. They are not
accessible to sanitary workers.”

EXPLAINING THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE
The facilitators described what Women’s Advocates do:
“The role of the Advocate is not to instruct. We don’t want to be in a situation where we replace the
balance of power from the perpetrator to the union. You might have a conversation with a woman
even over the course of a couple of years before she is ready to take action. The role is to listen,
to provide the space to talk to someone until she is ready to take action for herself to regain power
over her body and her decision making. You can provide her with options. It is someone who
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works on the floor. She is identified as a Women’s Advocate. She receives specialized training.
She is paid to go to the training. She is paid for the time she takes to support her fellow workers.
She might have time and space to meet with people at the workplace.”

WHAT SHOULD BE THE WORK OF A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE?
Participants were asked if they thought a Women’s Advocate should address broader issues of violence
against women in addition to workplace violence and harassment. They were asked specifically about
child and forced marriage, child sexual abuse, female genital mutilation, femicide, domestic violence,
non-partner sexual assault, trafficking and child labour. Responses varied slightly from group to group, but
there was an overwhelming consensus that a Women’s Advocate should be available to address a broad
range of issues related to gendered violence.
While there was not a lot of discussion about domestic violence in the workshop, all participants agreed
that the Women’s Advocate should be prepared to support workers who are experiencing violence from
their partner;
“Sexual violence in the workplace is not the only problem, family violence is happening as well.”
“In Nepal, there is a lot of domestic violence.”
“Women face harassment and violence from home.”
“A woman who faces domestic violence; if she says something at her office, she faces
humiliation in the office as well as at home.”

A participant explained that the focus of the Women’s Advocate would depend on the context in which she
is working;
“The problems related to women are very state specific. It depends which state you are
working in. These are not all problems in every state.”

Participants wanted the Women’s Advocate to give priority to women affected by violence and make
their voices heard. The discussion of what she would do resonates deeply with the role of the Women’s
Advocate in Unifor workplaces today;
“She would be responsible to fight for the rights of women and understand the situation of
women suffering violence.”
“She would listen to women who have experienced violence.”
“She would talk about what has happened and the effects.”
“She would believe her.”
“She would provide information about where women survivors can find support outside of the
workplace and let them know what exists in the community.”
“She would ensure 100% confidentiality. It is a big risk to step up.”
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“She would advocate with the government.”
“She would help both men and women.”

Participants agreed that in addition to providing support for women who have experienced violence, the
Women’s Advocate should focus on prevention and that prevention activities should include men;
“If men support women, they can come out of their homes and work.”
“You need to have programs where men are told what wrong they are doing. They don’t
accept they are doing wrong.”
“There are some groups of men who are working against patriarchy.”
“Sometimes campaigns like ‘real men don’t harm women’ reinforce the hierarchy. Language
should be talking about equality. It’s not about being a real man. It’s about being a sensible
human being.”
“Involve men while we are having a dialogue with these men. Have men speaking to men. Men
can advocate for this. It is less threatening to involve men speaking to men.”
“The union is now including 25% of men in programs about violence against women so that
men can understand and support.”

Participants also talked about the importance of a Women’s Advocate engaging in political action;
“All the laws for women have been made under pressures. There are a lot of loop holes, laws
are not well implemented. There is limited access to redress. People normally settle out of
court. They know that cases take a very long time. People do get justice, but you can never
be sure. The way inquiries are conducted, it’s like being raped again verbally before she can
even get to the court. It is another harassment. The people who are investigating have a lot
of insensitivity. Even the women who are investigating are rude and insensitive. People don’t
want to talk about violence. These are taboo subjects.”
“I would also like to lobby government for strong implementation of laws. The laws that are
made for prevention and minimization should be strongly implemented. Activists and unions
should work together to raise their voices to reduce violence.”
“We need campaigns to bring awareness. We can educate people. You can tell them about
their rights. We can organize protests that bring together people. Politicians respond, it
encourages accountability.”
“Yes the Women’s Advocate should be involved in political activity. Most times political action
is missing. People don’t understand the dynamics of domination and power.”

When asked what other kind of work they would like to see their unions doing to address violence against
women participants responded with a list of suggestions;
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“In order to ensure more female participation in administrative sector, form a committee so
that women can work in the top sectors.”
“The union should open legal clinics in different parts of the community. They should provide
leadership training, also update information for women, what is being done in case of violence
against women. The union should provide skills and vocational training for women so that
they get employment.”
“The union should strongly continue such programs as they are doing to reduce the incidence
of violence. They should include women and men.”
“They should work on changing the Indian laws. Implement the laws.”
“Change the mind-set of society.”
“Provide counselling for the perpetrator.”

WOULD WOMEN TALK TO A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE?
Given that violence against women is still a taboo subject in the minds of many, it was important to ask
if women would talk to a Women’s Advocate. Participants acknowledged that there would be some
hesitation to speak about violence. Social norms and a reluctance to talk about violence against women
would need to be overcome;
“Women are not very open about the acts of violence. We have a gender based committee and
they don’t talk about violence. Our union, they don’t listen to the gender inequality issues.
Men are not aware of problems faced by women.”
“Women who are suffering from violence - in order to rehabilitate them they have to talk about
violence. Their family might not accept them.”
“Making others able to understand our problems is difficult. We are not able to share feelings
with others.”
“Women are afraid to come forward and talk about this. Women don’t want to talk about
domestic violence.”
“A lot of issues that have been discussed here are taboo. Women are embarrassed to speak
about them, especially what is happening in the family. They don’t want to wash dirty laundry
in public.”
“It takes a lot of courage [to speak up]. It is a big risk to them. People could point fingers and
say you provoked it, you encouraged it.”

However, they felt that under the right conditions, women would be willing to speak to a Women’s
Advocate;
“Confidentiality would make them feel more comfortable.”
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“If there is representation of both men and women in the violence committee, women
experiencing violence will not feel comfortable. If only women are on the committee, women
will feel free.”
“The union rep or the union leader should from the beginning build the trust and confidence.
If she or he is a good leader, workers would not feel uncomfortable. It depends on her
leadership qualities.”
“We have to assume it is a woman rep. Women need a strong training if they are going to be
non-judgmental and respect confidentiality. Most of the time people don’t understand how this
can affect the situation. Accessibility goes beyond having the structure. Training how to build
trust and rapport is very important.”

THE QUALITIES OF A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE
Participants talked about the qualities a Women’s Advocate would need. They agreed she should have
good leadership skills. They discussed at length the kind of leadership they thought would be needed;
“Diplomacy is required for trade unions or any organizations, as well as negotiating skills. You
cannot change hundreds of years of practice all at once. We are dealing with policy makers.”
“She needs to be a team leader. She needs the trust of women.”
“She needs good organization skills to help someone else.”
“She should be competent enough to fight for our rights.”
“She must be convincing, it’s important to convince.”
“She should be strong and give clear decisions to others.”
They also agreed she would have to be knowledgeable and educated;
“She needs to know the rights of women. She should be knowledgeable and know about
rights, rules and regulations.”

Communication skills were identified as being important;
“She must be able to communicate well with workers.”
“She needs good listening skills.”
“She needs to be able to bring unity, it’s a way of talking.”

For a Women’s Advocate, they want someone who is courageous;
“She should have courage to battle problems and face superiors.”
“She should be fearless.”
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In discussing the role of a Women’s Advocate, participants agreed that she would motivate, coordinate,
educate, guide, and provide correct information. She would also support others. They want an advocate
who is patient, confident, friendly, supportive and trustworthy;
“It would be her job to try to capture the feelings and experience of women as a whole.”
“She would stand up for women’s issues and causes and take up women’s issues with males
in the workplace. She would find allies and step up to the boss.”

The Advocate would create more spaces for women to speak. Participants explained why that is
important;
“Nobody hears about our problems. The bosses say we are going to kick you out of the office.”
“Bosses treat us very badly. They say, ‘we are going to suspend you. You have no place here.
I will transfer you.’ How can we work? They are very rude and harsh to us. The women are
very competent, but they don’t allow us to come inside.”

They wanted an Advocate that would;
“…make us aware of my rights and women’s rights and help us provide justice.”

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
The NGOs that participated in the workshop shared valuable information and expertise about addressing
violence against women. They were open and encouraging about continuing to work with unions. They
saw themselves as able to provide resources for the unions to provide information and individual support.
They were involved in organizing prevention and awareness campaigns and expressed a willingness to
work collaboratively with unions to do that work as well. They suggested;
“Organizations can facilitate a dialogue in the union. We have the training skills and the
facilitation skills. We can talk about gender and unlearning cultural norms.”
“Men’s groups working towards women’s rights can play an important role.”

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Participants brainstormed many creative ideas for engaging both union members and the broader public
in activities to raise awareness and prevent violence against women;
“Put on street plays, make placards and pamphlets.”
“Every time there is a convention, a conference, use ten to twenty minutes to talk about the
issue. Already at youth conferences we are doing this.”
“Call meetings with workers. Gender sensitization must be part of the agenda.”
“Participate in festivals where communities celebrate their favourite gods. HIV-AIDS groups are
starting to use the opportunity to create awareness, address stigma and provide medical tests.”
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“Put up posters, have videos in buses and trains. Talk about issues, amendments, success
stories. Tell survivors’ stories in magazines or small newspapers”
“Involve different groups like students. Making use of the festivals in every city. Use art and
crafts, creative means. People see a lot of photo exhibits.”
“Have an auto rickshaw with a message – I respect women and I take responsibility for the
safety of women in my auto. Have those messages on buses. Claim that space.”

BARRIERS TO FORMING A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE PROGRAM
Participants had a lengthy discussion about the barriers that they would encounter in trying to establish
a Women’s Advocate Program. They saw challenges emerging from both employers and unions. One of
the challenges they foresaw coming from the employer included the mistaken impression that unions are
only self-interested. It will be important to convince employers that a Women’s Advocate Program is an
initiative that would provide benefits for them, as well as for women workers.
Women were also concerned that complaints are often not followed up. They remain blocked at the initial
reporting level. They believed that this happens to protect the image of the company. This is particularly a
problem if the complaint is against a boss with some power. Subordinates are reluctant to support women
in a complaint against the boss;
“Whenever there is a problem we first go to the immediate officer. If it is a small problem they
want to sort it out themselves. They don’t want to go beyond this because it will be complicated
for them. If we go beyond, we face male officers who have no interest in women’s issues. They
want to save the image of the institution. That’s why they want to settle it themselves.”

The participants spoke about a dynamic where work relating to women and their rights was often
discouraged and even actively undermined. Women’s committees who spearhead this work are often
restricted in their scope and ability to take action.
Some women felt that a lack of coordination and duplication of roles and responsibilities in some
workplaces would make it difficult for a Women’s Advocate to do her work.
Participants also discussed barriers they expected to encounter within the union. They noted that;
“Patriarchal society also exists within the union.”

Along with that comes gender discrimination and male domination. Women explained;
“Women are not at decision making levels in the organization.”
“It is a male dominated union, women are not in decision making positions. Women’s issues
are always on the bottom. We always hear, next meeting we will discuss your issues.”
“When you go to a meeting, men ask why you are doing that. They say you are not a leader
and in the future we will not allow you to attend a meeting because we asked you to talk about
two points and you talked about four points.”
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“It’s the same problem of male domination. Women are completely ignored. When the election
took place, two women filed a nomination. Two women fought among themselves and men
exploited this. No woman went forward.”
“The men from the union try to assault the women, try to discriminate against them, to
dominate them because they talk of problems of women. Men are the major constraints of
women to develop.”

There was also some concern that class tensions could get in the way of the Women’s Advocate Program;
“There are also economic problems, social challenges. Women from educated families might
dominate women from the lower strata of society. They might try to harass them if they
advocate for their rights.”

Some participants expressed skepticism that their unions would provide financial support for a Women’s
Advocate Program or that they would prioritize this work;
“First of all the challenges we face is the economic constraint from the union, we don’t get
financial assistance for empowerment programs for women.”
“In our place the division leader is not at all supportive. He is reluctant to talk about women’s
issues. If a journalist wants to talk about women’s issues, we are threatened. Internally they
say they will do it, but they never do.”

The women were aware that in launching a Women’s Advocate Program, they would be challenging long
standing social norms and that this would come with a struggle. A woman summarized the challenges they
will face in establishing a Women’s Advocate Program by saying;
“We will get a lot of challenges. Male domination, decision making, feeling afraid when we talk
about violence to male members, fear of losing jobs, fear of our family also.”

ALLIES FOR THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE PROGRAM
Not to be deterred by the challenges they would face in establishing a Women’s Advocate Program, the
women identified a long and impressive list of both union allies and employer allies. Some made general
suggestions about potential allies;
“We need support from all members, from people who are like minded. The people who are
already helping will help us.”
“We need people with power in the union, powerful men, women activists, like minded men.”
“We will talk about the problems, later we will take guidance from other members.”

Many made much more specific suggestions. Here are the people and the places participants thought
they could rely on for support in the union;
“The Secretary of my cleaning committee is always supportive when I have a problem.”
“The General Secretary is helping and working towards women’s rights. So are the activists of
our union.”
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“A major activist is helping women in the women’s committee. She is very supportive
personally and professionally.”
“Our conductors, our drivers, even the journalists, the assistants, the secretary of the Com
Car institution, they also help us.”
“The general secretary. There is no doubt that he is there.”
“Over-all guidance I get from women leaders.”
“She is organizing programs, conducting health campaigns. When employees are involved in
cases, any small problem she will be available any time.”
“My branch secretary is very helpful; he is there since 17 years. We sort out problems at this
level.”
“The divisional secretary will help.”

At least one participant identified herself as someone who is already providing support,
“When somebody has a problem and approaches me, I try to help that person.”

Some participants also talked about community partners as allies,
“ABC Nepal are working for women experiencing domestic violence and human trafficking.
They have already done a lot of work with us and the unions in Nepal.”
“There is a social worker. She has background, she is working with women in prisons. She
has a house, a family shelter.”

Given the opportunity to reflect on the question of who they could turn to for support in their unions, the
women had no trouble coming up with an impressive list that includes everyone from rank and file workers
to those in positions of formal and informal leadership.
Some participants, in particular the tuk tuk drivers from Nepal asserted that they had no employer allies;
“We do not have any allies in our workplace and I have not seen any of them helping so far.
Employers are dominating us. The prime help we are getting is from the union I am included in.”

Despite the barriers that they had already encountered and anticipated in the future from employers,
others were able to name potential allies among their employers as well. They gave these examples;
“The administrative officer of department where we used to go earlier could help.”
“The departmental head, manager of personnel, the investigation manager would be allies.”
“Maybe the supervisor, but it depends on the person in the role, support is not built into the role.”
“Female officers, head of departments would support us.”
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“My supervisor. I try to help everyone, so they help me. My officer who is a lady. We work well
together. No pressure on us. No stress on us.”
“The regional manager will help us.”
“The clerks, the labour officer, senior and junior clerks.”
“The accountant, she is helpful and supportive. So is the regional manager.”
“I work in municipal office. Other sisters from office have helped a lot.”

And a representative from an NGO reminded us not to forget that community partners can also be
supportive;
“I have helped a lot of women who experience violence. Women who have to return to Nepal, I
pick them up from the airport and take them to the rehabilitation centre. Because if have been
able to help others, I want to mention me as one of the allies.”

THE WAY FORWARD
Discussions throughout the workshop revealed a course of significant change and progress in terms of
achieving women’s equality and highlighted substantial challenges that remain to be addressed. Yet the
underlying tone of discussions was always optimistic. This was most evident when participants discussed
opportunities to follow-up on what they learned at the workshop within their own unions and their ideas for
engaging in prevention work. Every group of women spoke with ease and conviction of how they would
follow-up;
“We will go to the union leaders and speak to them. We will also have street plays and
exhibitions so the interest is developed in the topic. We will be distributing information about
laws and regulations and stick these pamphlets inside toilets and other places. We want to
fast track issues on violence against women. In railways we have staff funds which we can
use for various benefits. We will take help from human rights organizations and commissions.
We will collect fact findings to establish a better argument.”
“We will invite a discussion with the ITF members committee along with the women. 25th
November is the day for violence against women and we will observe the day with their
support including with the union leaders. This would be done jointly with the other transport
members in Bangladesh. We will get a media coverage for this meeting involving the
management to have a bigger impact.”
“We will organize a meeting with the women members to form a women’s committee within
the union. Also we will discuss about the programs to raise the awareness on violence against
women on 25th November especially health issues such as cervical cancer and breast cancer.
Usually we have opposition from the women members at the union.”
“It is important to prevent the cases of violence and to have women working together towards
it. We can use the same river model in the union meetings, especially the grass-root level
women’s committee, incorporating the men also in such a meeting. I will also discuss the
findings and learnings from this meeting. I will try to organize a class or program and involve
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my friends to take it outside the unions as well. We will try to collaborate with other NGO’s
working for the violence against women. We would organize campaigns and try and move
together in solidarity against violence. We will try to incorporate women and men from all
regions in Nepal. We promise to work for this cause and encourage women to raise their
voices against violence.”
“I would discuss with the president of our union and the women’s committee, conducting a
meeting to discuss the findings of this workshop. We will hold a small session where we will
discuss all the findings of this workshop to create awareness amongst the people. We don’t
have a Women’s Advocate in the union and we will try to get a Women’s Advocate in our union.
We have not been able to work with other unions and NGO’s but after going back we will try and
collaborate with them to eliminate violence against women in our workplace. Because stickers
are not allowed on the roads of Nepal we will have stickers on the public transport to spread
awareness, and we will definitely put stickers inside men’s toilets as the public toilets are mostly
used by men. We will try to provide traumatized women safe space as an immediate response
to their sufferings, and also rehabilitate them according to their skills.”
“We have complaint boxes where the complaints will go directly to the Division Controller DC.
We will campaign and stand against this. They should go the internal complaint committee
as mostly the complaint is against the DC. We will protest against this, with the help of other
women and men in our union, and other NGO’s working in our areas. We will try and get
this done by October. We will also pass information to our passengers through stickers and
workshops, walking bus depot to depot talking to women and men regarding this issue.”

REFLECTIONS
Although this was not a skills based workshop, the learning clearly engendered a strong commitment to
move forward. Participants expressed willingness and enthusiasm to return to their workplaces and begin
work. Reflecting on what had touched about the workshop, women said;
“I learnt from the practical experiences yesterday, we only talk about the incidents that
happened to women but never empathize with them.”
“When I came yesterday I knew about women’s violence. I knew about the effects, but I came
to know more about what to do. We do not see domestic violence in our work, but we know
about it. We see it in the papers. I thought about this after going home yesterday. I thought
about how a woman would feel if she was beaten. I thought about this after I went home
yesterday.”
“From yesterday’s seminar the things I learned, verbal assaults are a form of violence. I
learned from yesterday rape is not the only form of violence. Also I learned from yesterday
when riding a public vehicle, the mistreatment from the conductor and the other passengers
is also a form of violence. I learned that and we should raise awareness with other women in
Nepal.”
“This program we have come to it for the first time. We didn’t know about such programs.
After working here I have learned a whole lot of things.”
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“After returning we can talk about the seminar. We really enjoyed the seminar and learned a
lot of things. We will become the queens of Maharashtra. We will do a whole lot of work. We
will do a similar kind of discussion in our community.”

It’s an important moment to build relationships with allies such as local NGO’s, lawyers, women activists and
leaders. Research and fact finding will strengthen efforts. In doing this work everyone becomes an informal
women’s advocate, as we work towards the process of formalizing a Women’s Advocate Program.

VOICES FROM THAILAND AND INDONESIA
Ms. Yong Chimplee

BMTA-SWU

Ms. Chutima Boonjai

BMTA-SWU

Ms. Kusuma Chanmul

BMTA-SWU

Ms. Churairat Wongduean

SRUT

Ms. Ratchani Thani

SRUT

Ms. Ruchipat Ratchadaputtipaisan TG Union
Ms. Natsini Pitipornpitoon

TG Union

Ms. Pojanee Poosri

TRAN U.

Ms. Rattana Boonsong

TRAN U.

Ms. Ampai Wiwatthanasatapat

WWU

Ms. Orn-uma Pinsuwan

WWU

Ms. Sukanya Chotikanawin

SEETU

Ms. Naiyana Supapueng

Community Organisation

Ms. Chorthip Chaichan

Community Organisation

Ms. Tina Agustien

Indonesian Railway Workers Union

Ms. Diah Purnama Sari

Indonesian Railway Workers Union

Ms. Ni Wayan SitiMahani

Kesatuan Pelaut (Indonesia)

Ms. Saadah

Women’s Crisis Center (Indonesia)

Ms. Annisa Hakim

Women’s Crisis Center (Indonesia)

Ms. Alik Yuliana

Women’s Crisis Center (Indonesia)

The women held a number of different positions within their unions including head of union, committee
member, subcommittee member, education committee member, youth representative, president of the
branch and coordinator and initiator of the violence against women committee.

COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS
The Women’s Crisis Centre from Indonesia was present, along with the Women’s Well Being and Fairness
Organization from Thailand. Their work is explored in more detail below.
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TYPES OF WORK
The women were engaged in different kinds of work. Some worked for a railway, in an administrative
position or as a cabin cleaner. Some were bus conductors. Some were union staff. There was an analyst,
a station master, a service coordinator, a technical engineer, an education coordinator, a safety officer and
a legal worker.

EXPECTATIONS AND MOTIVATIONS
In a discussion about their motivation and their expectations for being there, participants expressed a
strong desire to learn more about violence against women:
“I want to take experience and information about preventing and handling violence.”
“Education is important for women. I am here to learn more about violence against women.”
“I am here to learn and grow from the experience.”
“I want to learn the challenges women around the world are facing.”
“I am here to learn about experiences and information. Also I want to exchange my ideas
about violence against women at household and organizational levels.”
“I want to learn new information about women.”
“I would like to learn and exchange information.”
“I am looking for new information and experience to assist others.”
“I want to open my mind about women’s rights.”
“I’m here today to learn how to prevent problems.”
“I would like to learn and share info about violence against women.”

Their range of experience varied with some being new to the topic:
“This is my first time joining women activity. I am here to learn.”

Others had experience to share:
“I work hard to increase the number of women in the union. I put women’s issues in the
spotlight. At our workplace, men dominate. Space for women is very limited. We have to fight
for the women. We are not yet successful to increase the number of women on the committee,
but we will work harder next time, we will have at least 70% next election. Women were not
treated fairly, so now we have a project on the wellness of the workers.”
“I’m here because I’m interested in the topic. I was a researcher working with a private
foundation. I have time to work on union issues again.”
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“Today I’m here because I would like to share experience regarding rights of women, and
make new friends.”
“I am here today to share my experience on how we eliminate violence against women.”

UNION AND NGO PARTNERSHIPS
THE WOMEN’S WELL BEING AND FAIRNESS ORGANIZATION
In Thailand, the Women’s Well Being and Fairness Organization has been working with BMTA for five
years. They also work with the Transport Union.
They have developed the Women Well Being and Fairness Plan. It is a three year plan. Before the plan,
they started work with a government organization to promote women’s well-being. After a year they saw
results from their work and upgraded to a three year plan. In year three, it will likely to be upgraded for
another two years.
They assessed the society’s needs regarding women’s issues. They concluded that what was needed
were activities that will build activists to make the movement stronger. Women’s groups are getting older.
They looked around and asked where are the young women? They explain;
“Our target is to build a strong women’s movement. Sometimes advocates feel down because
it is difficult. We empower people, men and women and workers so they can use their own
power. They have to be strong from inside. They might feel down and stressed, with no
support. If they fall into this situation, we must support them.”

They describe their philosophy as being one of self-analysis and self-understanding;
“We do not talk about other cases. We analyze ourselves. In the past, we tried to change other
people, but that is not going to lead to change. We have to learn from our own experience.
Change yourself first and then change the culture. If we don’t know ourselves, we can’t
change society. We run activities at the Earth House to help participants to get to know
themselves.”

They are involved in a number of diverse activities, always with the intent of building capacity in others to
carry on and extend the work to address violence against women;
“We have to teach our people to be able to do research work. We also have training on writing.
We train them on how to write a project and submit that to us. We train on assessment. This is
capacity building work, to strengthen the women’s movement. We have done fifteen projects.
We work with Muslim women, with no access to government service. We empower both
men and women to reduce domestic violence. We visit families and collect data. We listen to
villagers.”

They organize training to change attitudes on women’s well-being and sexual unfairness;
“We understand the real target is not only immediate issues. In the training on sexual
unfairness, we analyze the degree of seriousness of sexual harassment. We also strive
to change the social norms that devalue women. We also look at roles women have in
society. We have to analyze our own background before changing others. We analyze social
backgrounds to understand how we come to be who we are.”
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Some of their work is in rural communities. Here they understand the importance of working respectfully
with the local culture and local leaders;
“Sometimes we work in areas of unrest. We have to talk to people to make it clear why we
are there, we have to coordinate with local people. There is one group that we work with to
fight against violence at the structural level. They are mountain people and it is their custom
that after marriage, a woman cannot return to her own family. Some parents know that their
daughter is hit by her husband, but they cannot do anything about it according to social
values. The daughter has already ended the social bond with her own family. We talk with
young people and parents and spiritual leaders to try to find a way out. We find out that there
is one practice on how to welcome a daughter back to the family. There is a tradition on that,
but it had been forgotten. We restored it. We do research to try to find forgotten traditions.
Parents started welcoming back daughters to their own family. Before our work, if a woman
separates from her husband, she cannot return home. She would have to be a minor wife to
have a place for herself. When we fix this problem parents and daughters are happy. Social
belief puts women down. We also get support from Muslim leaders. We don’t dictate, they
decide by themselves. They say they need religious leaders to be successful.”

They do training with a range of professionals;
“We also work with policemen and female officers. We build capacity. We provide information
on domestic violence and sex trafficking. Most police officers do not understand gender
issues when they investigate. The first batch of female officers we trained, they didn’t have
any knowledge on women’s issues and gender issues. We formed a club to learn about gender
issues. The police department is male dominated. In the beginning when we set up this club,
we let all male officers know they have this club.
Professionals have more knowledge and are likely to judge the women. We have to change
these people. There are about five hundred participants in our training, including health
officials and police officers.”

They work directly with survivors of violence;
“We try to help women who face domestic violence and empower women to stand up for
themselves. We have a rehabilitation program. We teach them how to solve problems for
themselves. We equip women with skills to solve problems for themselves and for others.”
“We also work with a crisis centre and shelter to help victims of domestic violence, sexual
harassment and unwanted pregnancy. Victims sometimes cannot step out from their
environment. Sometimes they return to live with their husband. We try to understand why
they cannot leave. They think a lot before they step out. We try to understand them. We give
them training. We provide skills for advocates in this program. We give women counselling
sessions and build confidence. We look at property. Sometimes it might take many years to
prepare to leave.”

They work with women who have unwanted pregnancies;
“On unwanted pregnancies, when we send a victim to hospital, we have to specify the name
of a doctor. We organized a trip to a movie about abortion. Doctors in Thailand are not ready
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if a victim decides she wants an abortion. We have to communicate with the public, to help to
change attitudes. Doctors believe in ghosts. They believe that if they abort a foetus, the ghost
of babies will follow them. We have to change the attitude of doctors.
We also work with the parents of kids who have unwanted pregnancy. Victims will be blamed,
especially if they get pregnant during school age. We try to keep victims in school. We have
junior high school students who help to distribute condoms to friends. Parents complain,
but kids will not ask adults for a condoms, so we use kids to distribute condoms. We get
free condoms from the hospital. Pre-marital sex is not widely accepted. Parents don’t feel
comfortable with kids distributing condoms.”

They work on sexual violence;
“We have a campaign against sexual violence. It is a P.R. campaign. We talk about a case of a
victim of rape on the train. We talk about cases of unwanted rape. When we try to change the
culture, we look around for laws. We meet victims, we will try to map the case to the law.”

They described their work with unions in some detail;
“In our work with the unions, we cannot have conflicts with the team. When there are internal
conflicts in the union, the employer is happy. This is the role and responsibility of this plan.
And we support them in financial terms, we teach accounting and project management. We
don’t try to interfere with them. We empower them to solve their own problems.
We have worked with BMTA since 2006. BMTA is one target of the plan. We educate them.
The management at BMTA, some of them do not know that what is happening in sexual
harassment.”

Research is an important tool for this organization. They explain how they moved from research to action,
in collaboration with the union;
“Management says, there is no proof, so we use research to build evidence. We use data
collected from our research to talk to management. We must learn together. Academic
research is an important tool. This research doesn’t have to be conducted by a PhD – anyone
can collect data and learn together to change. Knowledge from research and how to change
ourselves is how we work, with the target to get bus conductors, drivers, management and
unions to work together.
We do research to identify the acts of sexual harassment. Most people say certain actions are
not sexual harassment. We don’t know what acts are considered sexual harassment. When
I want to be seen I touch people, I don’t realize that I might make this person uncomfortable.
The person who is touched might see it as sexual harassment. There are misunderstandings,
not only with young people, but all the way to top level management. Sexual harassment is
determined by the person being harassed. After the research we know that sexual harassment
is happening in the organization.
For sexual harassment, there were many details we didn’t see. We see the victims don’t know
how to solve the problem. The actors don’t understand they are harassing the victims. The
victims don’t know what to do about it. If they protest, they are singled out by colleagues. So
this was our question, how to make our stakeholders know sexual harassment? I remember
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someone who shares their experience. A conductor is touched, wants to transfer to another
route. I try to solve the problem, but the most important thing is the feeling of the victim.
In the first phase, we found out that management accepts sexual harassment. They are
worried about a bad image for the organization. Other labour organizations have done
research that sexual harassment affects the cost of workplace. The victim may not want to
confront the perpetrator. Management may not know why someone is missing from a meeting
or why they want a schedule change. If someone doesn’t feel comfortable coming to work, the
organizations has to bear the cost of that.
After research, we have tools. We use research and we add on training. After men went
through the program they knew that they were sexually harassing. They felt bad. We have men
and women working on the campaign on how to change behaviour. I have been working on
women’s issues for a long time, but working with BMTA touched me a lot.”

Although they clearly identified the union as their primary partner in this work, they also emphasized the
importance of establishing a collaborative relationship with management;
“The union is the first to push on this issue. The union works on many issues to improve
benefits for workers. From my observation, there is a relationship between the employer and
the union, between union and management. The target of our research is to learn – they could
have had a competitive relationship, but union and management have to work together. In the
past we believe the person who has the authority has to change, but from this work we know
that everyone has to work together.
It takes us five years to update a policy for a larger organization. When we talk to
management, we need strong evidence. We used information as a strong tool. In the past
union and management were like enemies. We have to change that.
Budget has to be allocated for these issues. We have to have management in the campaign.
We need people with different skills, some with diplomacy, others more like a warrior, but they
have to work as a team. We used the media. We converted the image of BMTA to a positive
image. Instead of saying there are many cases, they say, BMTA is trying to eliminate sexual
harassment.”

WOMEN’S CRISIS CENTRE OF INDONESIA
The Women’s Crisis Centre was established in 2000. Its aims are to foster an awareness of how social
values, religions, laws, and politics permit and reinforce gendered violence. They also work directly with
victims, accompanying them, providing care and working to empower them.
They face many challenges including a strong patriarchal culture, very large outreach areas, government
officials and law enforcement officers who lack a gender perspective, taboos around talking about
violence against women and meagre government financial support.
Most of their cases involve domestic violence, but they also handle trafficking and sexual harassment
cases. Most clients are housewives. They have no information about women’s rights and they come to
ask about their rights.
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This NGO described Indonesia as having;
“So many violence against women problems, trafficking, HIV, sexual harassment, especially
domestic violence.”

The speaker reported that she had seen more than 1600 victims;
“The saddest victims are children, between six and fourteen years old. Some victims are
incest cases. Girls get pregnant from fathers, uncles, grandfathers. It is difficult to ask society
to report the case early. In our program, in our brochures, we ask people to speak up.”

The organization does work with Islamic leaders, who give advice to help solve problems;
“We need to break some opinions in our society. Some statements from the Koran are
misunderstood, for example about polygamy. People believe that it is okay because the
prophet Mohammed had four wives. But it is not true. The main education in Islam is not like
that. We try to change attitudes about that.”

Education campaigns about violence against women are still relatively rare. But this organization had a
plan for the 16 days of action campaign to make t-shirts with slogans to solve violence against women.
The organization is actively building a links with stakeholders and other institutions and the speaker was
very supportive of the idea of working with unions;
“I am very happy with the first speaker that some unions make a special division to handle
victims of violence against women. Community based organizations working with unions can
handle problems early. We can accompany victim in legal processes, and accompany them to
hospital. Sometimes there are special costs to help victims.”

Being at the workshop opened up new possibilities of collaboration for the Women’s Crisis Centre.
If there is a possibility I want to collaborate with the railway union. I am interested in the Pineapple Eyes
campaign. It is important for the passengers and the officers. Passengers know what they have to do if
they become a victim and the officer knows what they have to do if they become a victim. I will propose to
the railway union that we do this campaign. We coordinate with allies. We always keep in touch with other
organizations, like the railway union. We have counsellors in the villages. We must continue to train them
so that they have skill for handling the file.
The speaker also noted that there is an opportunity to reach out across the country because the Women’s
Crisis Centre coordinates with women’s organizations in a coordinating committee of one hundred and
forty-seven organizations in other provinces to help victims who experience violence.

WOMEN’S RIGHTS THROUGH THE GENERATIONS
While allowing that there are individual differences in experiences, the women talked about the place of
women in the family and in society through the generations. As they reflected on their grandmother’s and
mother’s experiences, they reached a strong consensus that women’s rights and responsibilities have
been evolving.
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OUR GRANDMOTHERS’ THAILAND AND INDONESIA
Most grandmothers did not have an opportunity to get an education. They had no opportunity to express
ideas, opinions and did not have their own voice. Women had to be supervised by their parents at all
times. They couldn´t leave the house or compound at night without being accompanied. This limited their
access to formal education and their rights to participate in activities or social functions outside of their
homes.
Men were the leaders of the family, they controlled what happened. Women did not have a chance to
choose their own marriage partner, arranged marriages were the norm. A woman´s role was to take care
of the children, to clean the house and to prepare the food. Women also had to weave cloth. Besides
doing all the housework, they had to work in the field. Women had to do all that, so they had no time to
seek education.
Society accepted violence against women because in the past, in extended families, the grandfather was
a patriarch who could order everyone around. No one could influence his ideas. He had absolute power in
the home. Domestic violence was not reported. Women were controlled by traditions and social norms.

OUR MOTHERS’ EXPERIENCE
In our mother’s generation some women started to get an education. Women started to have more
opinions and to voice those opinions. Although some girls had a chance to go to school, higher education
was still perceived as a waste because girls would eventually marry and live with their husband’s family.
Some women had an opportunity to work, while others remained housewives.
Some women began to refuse to follow a man’s orders. If there were domestic problems, a wife could get
divorced. It was better than our grandparent’s generation, but still a lack of information about women’s
rights was common.
Women contributed personal examples of this progress:
“My mother worked in the family business, had a good education and supported her daughter
to have a good education.”
“My mother is the leader of the family, she resisted being oppressed by her husband.”
“My mother had a chance to participate in social and community activities, like festivals.”
“My mother was from a farming community. She took produce to market. My mother didn’t
always follow my father’s orders.”

The women concluded with the reflection that there men were still dominant during their mother’s
generation;
“We cannot completely eliminate idea that men were leaders. Women still had limited access
to resources in the community.”
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OUR GENERATION
In comparing their generation to their mothers and grandmothers, women reported very significant
change. They described an increase in their personal agency;
“We can express our opinion, we are more confident. Our husbands ask our opinion. Women
have more opportunity to participate in training or formal education.”

They detailed changes in family life;
“We can control our own life and plan our own life, we get more respect from our husbands.”
“Now husbands also help with housework.”
“We can improve ourselves and a woman can be a leader in the family.”
“We dare to demand divorce.”
“We are free to choose our partner of any gender.”
“Diverse sexual orientations are more widely accepted.”
“It’s common to live alone and be a single woman.”

They talked about how their expanding role in the workplace has changed their role in the family,
“We can be a single moms because we can financially support ourselves.”
“We start to think about having less children because we are busy with work at the office.”
“I can come to work and stay in a hotel and my husband is taking care of the children.”

They described how their place in society is evolving;
“Most of us are working to have financial independence. We have more access to education,
we have a bigger role in society. We can work in any kind of organization. Women can be
in management positions. For example in the Transport Company, women are assistant
managers. Women are starting to be active in government. The Prime Minister is a woman.
Women are more accepted.”

The women spoke proudly of successful political action;
“We pressure the law makers to enact laws to protect women and to prevent violence against
women and to protect the rights of women. Five years ago Thailand enacted a new law on
violence against women. There are important sections. If you witness violence, but you fail
to report, the witness will be penalized for ignoring the violence. We proposed that that a
section be included on domestic rape – in the past if a husband raped his own wife, there were
no consequences. But we pressured the government to change the law. This is our work to
protect our fellow women. It took more than ten years to reach this point.”
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They described how these changes are supported;
“We have women’s groups, monthly meetings where we express our feelings about family
life.”
“We have a network, a space to express our problems, to change the situation. This leads to
improvements in women’s lives.”

When it comes to their place in the union, women were most concrete and most clear about what needs
to happen;
“We have to talk about organization; we have tried to create a space for women to have
success, to have information, to be part of the union. We need more women in the union. If we
don’t fight for rules and regulations, men will ignore women’s issues. Men will ignore them.
Women have to fight for improvement.”

Women expressed a great deal of optimism as they concluded;
“In our generation, we can increase our personal capacity to be leaders. We have a new
attitude, not just for ourselves, but we reach out to help others as well.”

FUTURE GENERATIONS
Despite the positive changes they spoke about for their own generation, women made it clear that there
is still work to be done when they reflected on the lives of their daughters and granddaughters. For them,
they wanted better education, equality and no discrimination. They wanted both their agency and their
safety to continue increasing. As one woman said;
“For our granddaughters, I wish for them to express themselves more, and to have more
safety in their lives.”

Women clearly saw themselves in the role of mentors and teachers who would ensure that the progress
they have made continues;
“I teach our daughter about gender equality.”
“I will teach my daughter to express her opinion if it isn’t the right thing.”
“I will teach my daughter to survive in society.”
“I send my daughter to have opportunities to network.”
“Our daughters must understand gender issues. If they don’t understand gender issues,
women will not be brave enough to stand up and express themselves.”

Gaining gender equality was a priority as the women spoke of how future generations of young women
should be treated;
“We have not eliminated old attitudes. In terms of gender, we still treat genders differently. We
have to eliminate the problem.”
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Looking to the future, they saw a world where men would respect the opinions of women. Young women
would have equal opportunities for education and decision making. There would not be any discrimination
in selecting staff to fulfil duties in the workplace. One participant summed it up like this;
“I wish to see both men and women work together to fight for equality. Women will have a
chance to work at all levels – community to national and at all levels of the organization. ”

They talked about an end to discrimination, especially in terms of sexual orientation. It is about getting
respect, they explained, because sometimes people with different sexual orientations will be separated
from the group. Some noted that they are fighting for a law now, so that people with different sexual
orientations will be accepted.
They also wanted improvements to legislation prohibiting violence against women. They expressed
confidence in women to push forward a legislative agenda;
“We want to see female law makers to protect women.”

Reflecting on the present, they noted;
“We have a law, but there are loopholes.”
“I would like to see stronger enforcement in violence against women cases. The enforcement
is very weak.”
“I want a better law and stronger enforcement to protect women from violence and sexual
harassment.”

Interestingly, although women saw many improvements in their own lives compared to that of previous
generations, when discussing basic workplace amenities like toilet facilities, it was only in the lives of
future generations where they saw these as being universally available.
Looking to the future, the women understood that technology will play a role. They saw both opportunities
and dangers in fast moving technology;
“We have technology to provide information on equality.”

Conversely they also felt that technology and media are things to be careful of, lest they be used to
reinforce women’s inequality.
Capturing both the progress that has been made and the work left to do, a participant noted;
“We have traditional values and cities that are very modern. We have gone through a lot of
changes, but the world has stood still in some places.”

Reinforcing a sense that these are societies on the cusp of change, participants noted;
“Right now men are in power. Men just accept that men are violent against women. If
our daughters can improve themselves to have acceptance and recognition, after being
recognized, they can strengthen other women.”

In this exercise of looking at women’s lives through the generations, we get a tremendous sense of growth
and movement. Despite the challenges that remain, we also see a strong spirit of optimism and the
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embracing of possibilities for the future. Individual women express a strong sense of responsibility for the
collective well-being of all women and express both the need and the desire to work together to improve
lives, at home, at work and in society at large.

SOCIAL NORMS AND GENDER EQUALITY
Participants discussed the many ways that social norms still reinforce gender inequality;
“In Indonesia a woman cannot go out after 6 p.m.”
“Women must dress modestly.”
“In Thailand men are like the front legs of the elephant. Men will lead.”
“Good girls must not show skin in public, thy must not drink, must not smoke, and they
cannot go out at night.”
“Women should be housewives and take care of the kids.”
“Only Thai men must be ordained as Buddhist Monks.”
“Men can drink, men can go out at night, men can get married at earlier age, men can have
more than one wife, men don’t do housework,”
“In Indonesia boys get more education, because a woman will look after domestic problems,
and she doesn’t need education.”
“Considering promotions, men get more promotions.”
“Women are caregivers. Men are breadwinners.”
“Technicians’ jobs should be done by men. It’s not appropriate for women to do those jobs.”

They noted the impact of gender inequality in the workplace;
“Men and women have the same ability, but the social norms set us apart. Men and women
can equally do a good job, but for some jobs, women are not even allowed to be educated.
Women cannot study civil engineering. Station master, women are not recruited for this job. In
the past, women were not recruited for top management.”

Not surprisingly, gender inequality led to less safety for women. A participant described how this becomes
such a part of daily life that it is barely noticed;
“Keeping ourselves safe has become normalized, almost instinctive. We need to think about
how we can take steps today towards ending violence against women so that our daughters
and granddaughters will be safe in the future.”
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IMPACT OF VIOLENCE ON FAMILY, COMMUNITY, SOCIETY
The women discussed the impacts of violence on the family, the community and the society, beginning
with an analysis of the intergenerational nature of the problem;
“If the children see violence, there is no guidance that it’s wrong, and they will think that it’s a
normal activity. It’s implanted in the mind of the child. He or she might grow up to abuse their
own family. Violence in the family that is not solved, it will happen again and again and again.
The one to control, won’t listen to other people. This person will think, I was a victim, so I will
treat other people the same way I was treated. This person will seek absolute power.”

They continued to discuss the isolating effect of violence on individuals within the family and on the family
as a whole;
“There won’t be trust among the family members. It’s like a wall in the heart. Victims won’t
have friends. Others may try to abuse this victim even more. The family members will feel
isolated. Society will think this is a bad family.”

The women saw the family as the fundamental unit of the community and of society. As such family
violence has a negative impact on the collective well-being;
“If at the domestic level we won’t have solidarity, unity, it will be difficult for the community to
have unity as well. If a woman can’t voice her opinion at the family level, then she won’t have a
voice at the community level either. The community will lose her voice. Those who abuse their
family will spread negative attitudes. Our society will not feel safe.”

Participants acknowledged that there are many reasons women stay in violent relationships;
•

Fear that the violence could escalate

•

Cultural and religious values promote male dominance and family unity at any cost

•

She is not confident she will get help

•

She lacks the courage to leave

•

She still loves her husband

•

She hopes her husband will change

•

She feels shame for the situation

•

She is concerned for her family’s reputation

•

The responsibility of parenting keeps her in the relationship - she stays for the kids

•

Violence is normalized

•

She is concerned separation or divorce might affect her job

When it came to discussing the violence in the workplace, the women discussed the impacts of
behaviours ranging from bullying to sexual assault;
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“When violence happens in the workplace, the person affected will feel ashamed and
humiliated. Bullying leads to stereotyping and then the women is even more vulnerable
to bullying. When Indonesian women receive violence from employers they end up with
unwanted pregnancies and abortions.”

They articulated how violence can undermine a woman´s job security;
“Violence affects her work performance because she feels stress. We don’t feel confident to
perform our jobs when we experience violence.”

They also explained how harm to the individual has a negative impact on the collective;
“When there is violence and abuse, team work breaks down. We don’t want to get close to that
person; we don’t want to be a victim.”

THE RIVER
The top of the river represents existing local initiatives such as legislation to prevent violence against
women. The bottom of the river represents resources to support women who have already experienced
violence. The mist represents attitudes, the way that we build the power to change the laws to prevent
violence or to provide more resources for support at the bottom of the river. In this exercise women
discussed some of their own experiences, impressions and opinions about prevention, support and the
process of change.
Women referred to legislation intended to prevent or stop violence against women as a process, needing
ongoing lobbying and improvement, rather than a finished product;
“There is a law against rape in Thailand, but the number of cases are rising. Not many people
know about it. We need to learn how reinforce the implementation.”
“In Indonesia, we have a custom law. It is our responsibility to advocate for laws to stop
violence against women. It’s coordinated with many NGOs to push the government law to give
women’s rights. I think we can do it if we do it together.”
“Our network is not only in Thailand, but world-wide. If we work together and share
experiences, then we can push our governments to enact laws. After we step out of this room,
each country must carry on the work, to enact related laws so that our efforts are sustainable.”

Women acknowledged the need for solidarity and working together, understanding that laws alone are
unable to prevent violence;
“It takes time to change anything, but while things are changing, we have to get together at
the bottom of the river. We are getting together at the bottom of the river.”

Some spoke to their direct experience of this solidarity;
“At first I was victimized and I didn’t dare talk about it. Later on I joined a union and I knew the
laws and I knew my rights and I felt I had the support of a team and I didn’t have to take sexual
harassment anymore.”
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“In my life, I was surrounded by violence. I saw it, I witnessed it. It is like a driving force to
stand up, to fight, to protect ourselves. We have the right, but if we don’t have woman force,
we can’t make change. If we work together, we can do anything.”

Others counselled caution;
“This river, we have to be careful. The women who are in the river, if they are not ready to be
pulled out, it will not work. We have to make sure the women are ready. Sometimes there is
nothing you can do.”

Women offered examples of initiatives that are have been successful in opening the space for women to
speak up and receive support;
“We represent ITF Thai in a campaign against abuse. It is a social media campaign and it
involves high profile figures. We have generated a great deal of media coverage. It has opened
space for victims to speak up. Victims feared that if they disclosed then society would blame
them and the family might blame them. They would say, why did she disclose family issues to
the public? This campaign has received requests to support victims nation-wide, to leave the
relationship and to stay in the campaign shelter.”

HOW ARE UNIONS ALREADY ADDRESSING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN?
Some of the women present had long histories of organizing within their union to support women’s rights
in the workplace. They explained how they leveraged support from a union leader to get started,
“We had very few women working in the union. I proposed to have women in the union
structure. The president supported us to have women in the union structure. It is difficult to
succeed without the support of a man. We selected women to sit as subcommittee members.
We sent them to different trainings so that they could help us.”

They began organizing around accommodations for pregnant women and expanded their work from there;
“When women get pregnant they get rotated to lighter duties. After we are successful on
rotation of pregnant women, we worked on other issues. Then we worked on uniforms for
conductors. We fought so that they could wear pants. Our group got stronger and we expanded
our work to neighbour unions. About eight years ago sister Yong joined and we have another
campaign to eliminate sexual harassment in the workplace. We are facing a problem, we must
have a chance to be represented in the union in order to work on the problem.”

They proudly described their campaign to address workplace sexual harassment. Their story details how
they began with a successful education campaign to talk to men about sexual harassment;
“During our campaign we visited different areas to educate about sexual harassment and
impacts of sexual harassment. Sisters from the Thai Coordinating Committee went to
workplaces and started to educate men on what sexual harassment was all about. Men said,
we never knew that we were harassing women.”

They used the power and the structure of the union to conduct research to better understand the
dimension of the problem and produce evidence for management. This helped them to engage
management in efforts to address the problem;
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“A foundation supported us in 2010 to carry out research. We formed a research team, men
and women, harassed and harassers. We designed the questionnaire. The results showed that
sexual harassment takes place at staff, supervisor and passenger level. Now we understand
the problems better. We showed these results to management. Management agreed to form a
working committee with fifty percent management representatives and fifty percent employee
representatives. In 2013 we had only fifteen committee members. We added twenty-four more
committee members. It’s still not enough.”

In the best tradition of participatory action research, they used their findings to support the need for
training first and then interventions on the buses;
“These are people who volunteer to stop sexual harassment. We provide training for them.
The teams received training, supported by management. There are two parts to the training.
First we invite speakers, both union reps and management. We use role plays as an example.
We try to solve the problem with a role play.”
“We formed teams to travel on buses to watch for sexual harassment. Each bus route has
a representative team. The volunteer teams are called Pineapple Eyes. They help fellow
colleagues and passengers. Sometimes a passenger accuses a bus conductor of using abusive
language. The team can report to management and there will be an investigation. There is a
short video that is played on the buses as a reminder of what is and is not acceptable.”

They were able to reinforce their efforts on buses with stronger policy guidelines;
“The teams visited different areas. They produced guidelines on sexual harassment. We had
rules and guidelines, but enforcement was very weak. We thought there should be a new
policy. In June 2015 state enterprises adopted new guidelines on sexual harassment. This
work is a role model for other organizations.”

Organizers of the Pineapple Eyes campaign reflected that;
“The reaction of management is that they ignore us. When sexual harassment occurs,
they try to avoid it. They bend the incident into principles of bad behaviour, but not sexual
harassment. But with this campaign it is different. Now we have a committee and we meet
monthly. All cases of sexual harassment are reported to us.”

DESCRIBING THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE
The facilitators described what Women’s Advocates in Canada do;
“The role of the Advocate is not to instruct. We don’t want to be in a situation where we replace the
balance of power from the perpetrator to the union. You might have a conversation with a woman
even over the course of a couple of years before she is ready to take action. The role is to listen,
to provide the space to talk to someone until she is ready to take action for herself to regain power
over her body and her decision making. You can provide her with options. It is someone who
works on the floor. She is identified as a Women’s Advocate. She receives specialized training.
She is paid to go to the training. She is paid for the time she takes to support her fellow workers.
She might have time and space to meet with people at the workplace.”
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WHAT SHOULD BE THE WORK OF A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE?
Participants were asked if they thought a Women’s Advocate should address broader issues of violence
against women in addition to workplace violence and harassment. They were asked specifically about
child and forced marriage, child sexual abuse, female genital mutilation, femicide, domestic violence, nonpartner sexual assault, trafficking and child labour.
Similar to the workshop in Deli, there was not a lot of discussion about domestic violence in the workshop.
However all participants agreed that the Women’s Advocate should be prepared to support workers who
are experiencing violence from their partner;
“Yes the program should respond, whether the violence took place at work or at home.”
“Definitely we have to reach out to help victims of domestic violence but how and when we have
to consider very carefully. Abuse is not only physical abuse, it could be a partner having an
affair. We have to be able to give them advice or if the family/children get addicted to drugs or
get arrested, or leave home, this is all domestic violence. The union is everything for workers.
We can be a helping hand. I have had direct experience helping workers with all of this.”

As in the Deli workshop, participants voiced support for a program that could assist women with a range
of issues;
“Child and forced marriage, yes, but also a child care centre for children in the workplace, a
place where mothers can breast feed children in the workplace, a refrigerator to keep mother’s
milk, a centre to help child victims of violence.”
“It should do both prevention and response. The program could also provide relief.”

Clearly women and in particular union activists are in touch with the needs of women and will know how to
prioritize action to address those needs.
There was unanimous agreement that a Women’s Advocate Program should include a focus on
prevention;
“We have to solve the problem at the root, not deal with the consequences.”

Prevention activities could include families;
“The ITF should organize activities so that family members can engage in opportunities.
Family members are interested in learning, but they don’t have opportunities to join activities.
Activities should be on weekends so that kids can also attend. There should be activities
at the community level. Sport days, festivals, each region has their own local festivals.
When there are social activities like this, there should also be education on violence against
women.”

There was also strong agreement that the prevention and education activities should include men and
some unions reported that they are already doing this work with men;
“Yes. Raise awareness with men!”
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“We are already working with men.”

Participants also favoured a Women’s Advocate Program that would be able to provide personalized
support and engage in political action;
“It should also touch on political aspects.”
“We have to socialize with organizations, introduce the activities of unions so they know what
the union is doing. If we want to negotiate with government to change the law, we have to
stand up together.”

WOULD WOMEN TALK TO A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE?
Women spoke a lot about the reluctance of women to come forward when they have experienced
violence. They acknowledged that both cynicism and fear could prevent women from seeking help from a
Woman’s Advocate and that gaining trust could be difficult;
“The first barrier is women having the courage to stand up.”
“They feel embarrassed and afraid of being sacked.”
“Sometimes the employee thinks the supervisor can’t help her.”
“Sometimes women are too shy to report.”
“Barriers are silence, not reporting.”
“Women still keep silent about their problems. It is a shame, a scandal.”
“Most say ‘better quiet’ even if they have a right to talk. My friend talked to me about her
problem but asked me not to say anything.”

Although this reluctance to talk openly about the violence women experience will pose a challenge for a
Women’s Advocate, participants felt that it is the union’s responsibility to try to gain trust with survivors;
“In Thai society, the victims feel shy to disclose what happened to them. The union should
make it clear that for victims to come forward, their personal identifies will not be disclosed.
We have to make them feel confident that the union can help to solve their problems. The
union should reach out to the victims and understand their problems. ‘I’m Union and I’m
approachable. I understand your problems.’”

Maintaining confidentiality was identified as key to gaining trust;
“If the representative can maintain confidentiality, they will feel free to talk. When they are
confident, we can help and we can keep their secret. The victims don’t have anyone else to
help them. We can help them fight if legal action is needed. We also have negotiation power
with the employer. If the investigation committee is formed, a union rep can also sit on this
committee. We desire a union rep who is close to the victims to talk to them. We have to use
people with close relationship to victims to get them into the process.”
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Participants underscored the need for well-trained Advocates;
“The way the counsellor handles the issues can give the victims the impression they don’t
understand the problem. To encourage victims to come forward, we need very experienced
counsellors who really understand the problems.”

THE QUALITIES OF A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE
Participants contributed ideas about who a woman’s advocate would be and what she would do.
Individual advocacy work figured largely in their vision. They want someone in this role who understands
and believes that the victim is the most important person. They emphasized the role of listening nonjudgmentally. The advocate would;
“Listen to the problem. She would listen to our victims of harassment. They want to talk to
someone who they can trust. She must listen to information without bias, to find out about the
problems. She would give authority to the victim, carefully listen to them, with no judgement.”

The advocate would need to be well informed;
“She would analyze the problem. She would understand the problem.”

This would allow her to provide accompaniment, support and appropriate referrals;
“She would follow-up with the victims, assist them with the problems. She would give advice
on the right thing to do and stay beside the victim, take care of them. She could provide
referrals, connect them to agencies.”

And very importantly, the advocate would maintain confidentiality. Participants also noted that the
Women’s Advocate could participate in systematic action to change relations in her workplace. For this,
she should keep up to date on developments at an organizational as well as an individual level.
In summary, participants decided that a woman’s advocate should listen, not judge, validate, keep in
contact with a co-worker who has experienced violence, stand beside her, make referrals, and maintain
confidentiality. Where possible she should also address policies. There was resounding support in the
room for the idea of introducing Women’s Advocates.

BARRIERS TO FORMING A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE PROGRAM
Despite the general enthusiasm for the idea of establishing Women’s Advocates, participants were
realistic about the barriers they would face. They discussed barriers to forming a women’s advocate
program, based on their experiences of standing up for their own rights and those of other women.
They were quick to acknowledge the challenges posed by the broader cultural context;
“We still have a very patriarchal society. Whether we are at home, in union or at work, that
culture still exists.”
“There are cultural barriers for women to speak out. There is shame for her. Embarrassment,
shame the victim is too embarrassed to disclose everything. It is difficult to mobilize.”

They discussed how societal attitudes and social stigma could become barriers;
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“Mindsets of the men will be a barrier. They have huge inflated egos.”
“The society still doesn’t have any room to talk about the problem.”

Many participants discussed management as a barrier to be overcome;
“Management are the biggest barrier. They are the rule makers. They might partially support
us, but they are not committed. We have to follow up closely and meet them often.”
“Leaders are hypocritical, they say yes that we must do something about it, but don’t really
want to. Leaders will say, it’s not that important an issue because not that many people come
and talk to us about it.”
“Management is biased against union.”
“Management does not have a gendered perspective.”
“They don’t want us to spread sexual harassment cases with outsiders.”
“The supervisor and management do not support our work.”
“First we do not get support from the employer.”

They described how management attempts to deflect responsibility for addressing sexual harassment;
“If an operational worker experiences violence, the supervisor does not give full support
to the victim. If a woman worker experiences abuse, he will move the woman. Those who
are making problems have good relationships with the department head and women are
intimidated to report. Sometimes when they report, the supervisor sides with the wrong doer.
To add on, when supervisor takes side, they don’t accept our complaint and they target us for
bullying. They make fun of us in the workplace. Sometimes the wrong doers are supervisors.
It is very complicated when someone tries to report.”
“When unions begin to address sexual harassment, management sometimes tries to portray
the union as if they only work on sexual harassment.”

Women’s undervalued status in the workplace can be a barrier;
“I didn’t get support from some of the men and women. I’m not confident that I would be
protected. People do not have confidence that women can help solve the problem. Women’s
work is not recognized in the workplace. Colleagues who are not part of the union do not
cooperate with us. We also don’t get support from some colleagues.”

Sometimes a lack of solidarity in the union was named as a barrier;
“There is discrimination and division between different groups in the union.”
“We lack strength and cooperation between members.”

There was a great deal of discussion about attitudes as barriers;
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“They see that this is funny.”
“They see that sexual harassment is mutually agreed.”
“They think sexual harassment is unimportant.”
“We have to convince management and workers to understand about sexual harassment.”
“In our culture, people use bad language and they get used to language and do not feel that it
is abusive.”
“Some women don’t feel that some actions are sexual harassment, but others do. It’s hard to
know what the acceptable standard in a workplace is.”
“The victims sometimes don’t feel like a victim. When I speak up, they think that I am strange.
There are more important things to talk about.”

Even where awareness campaigns had taken place, organizers identified a lack of awareness as an
ongoing barrier;
“Many workers do not understand about sexual harassment.”
“Even today not 100% understand sexual harassment. We will continue to educate about how
sexual harassment can affect their job.”

Some described quid pro quo harassment as normalized;
“Some women use sexual relationships with supervisors to get promotions. They don’t agree
with us on this campaign.”
“They see that sexual harassment is a common thing. If you want a promotion, you will have
to sacrifice something.”

Those who were working to address women’s problems in the workplace sometimes found themselves
overwhelmed;
“Most of the time, it is very rare to get support from people. If there are some cases happening
at the same time, we don’t have enough people to handle them all at the same time.”

Workers had varying degrees of job security and some workers reported that could be a problem;
“We are an outsourced company. I am having problems myself. I have two warning notices
myself for working with the union.”

In the face of these barriers, they also had the success of the Pineapple Eyes campaign. The participants
explained how they achieved this shift with the employer – from not being willing to address sexual
harassment to taking it seriously;
“We used lobbying. We tried to talk to them. Starting with one, two, or three at a time. If they
agreed, we talked to their manager on the union side.”
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But they did more than just talk.
“First we did research and then we distributed questionnaires. Actually we did two surveys. The
bus conductors answered. After this research, we formed three committees and we did another
survey to make sure our workers understand sexual harassment and how many cases happen
in BMTA. In the beginning they could not identify what actions are sexual harassment.”

They relied on allies for support:
“It was partially our engagement with other organizations that influenced management. We
sent in a request to meet with management. At first management didn’t want to meet with
us. The union was engaged with other allies. We have been doing this for a long time. In the
beginning management didn’t agree to start a campaign. They said we are spreading internal
information to the public. This is a cooperation between union and management. The Acting
Director of the BMTA was a female, so she agreed. We had a union rep to collect information.
We call them researchers. If we can prevent incidents, then everyone will be happy. We tried to
convince management and then they agreed. Management and union formed a committee to
work together.”

A woman from another union also shared her story of facing and surmounting barriers. They too
conducted research and engaged allies:
“At the Transport Union, we also did a survey. At first management did not agree, but a private
foundation supported us. Hostesses are females, drivers are male. Hostesses have to stay on
the bus with the male drivers. They have to stay overnight – male colleagues have an eye on her.
A female worker can report to the terminal master. If the master fails to proceed and if the victim
is a member of a union, they can launch complaint to union, but most of the time the terminal
master will try to resolve the situation. Many agree on a resolution. If they cannot agree, the
incident will be reported to head office. The ultimate outcome, some staff have been sacked. We
invite them to join us. We convince higher management to join us in the campaign.”

Although the challenges are ongoing, so is their determination to carry on with the work:
“Some managers do not agree, they send us to remote areas so that we cannot work on the
campaign. We work underground. We assign our staff and we also have our people in different
terminals or bus stations. We work quietly, we explain to some bus hostesses and managers
what is sexual harassment.”

Participants were very supportive of the idea of a Women’s Advocate Program. In the words of one
woman;
“We have to empower the victims, give them confidence. We also have to update our
knowledge, to boost the confidence of the victims to help them.”

ALLIES FOR THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE PROGRAM
Participants came up with a long list of allies they could count on to develop a Women’s Advocate
Program. They named examples of union colleagues, employers and NGOs. They noted that NGOs can
provide financial support and provide speakers as sometimes workers do not pay attention to internal
speakers. They named the ITF office as an ally as well.
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In answer to the question, “Who can support you in the union?” participants had many suggestions. Some
were general and could apply across different unions;
“Both men and women support us.”
“Our men support us.”
“Men who have changed their attitudes.”
“Members who are victims.”

Most participants thought about their specific union structures and contexts as they answered this
question. Many saw union leaders and committees they are a part of as potential allies;
“In our union, our president, our general secretary and our activists come together to solve
our problems. We will discuss with our president and general secretary. If we need more
help we will go to the AGM. We will consult the president, we will also get support from the
secretary and committee members. We will ask the president, the committee, for some issues,
subcommittee members. Our committee members, our secretary, all of the team. We will talk
to the committee, two women in the committee. The president of the women’s section will help
us. Most importantly is the president of the union. The vice president also supports us. The
president, the former president, will support us.”

Some noted that they could turn to union representatives who already have some expertise;
“Three or four people are specialized to handle harassment issues.”

And some named themselves, noting that they are already involved in this sort of work, sometimes
supported by leadership,
“I have been trained to handle grievances by ITF. For the work that I have been doing on these
issues, I have to inform you that I am the one that encourages people to work on these issues.
I get support from the president.”

Other participants pointed to the importance of ensuring that all women learn about their rights in the
workplace;
“We must educate women to understand their role and their rights. If we have a women’s
structure in our union, we have to educate them and let them learn. The president and I
support this work.”

Participants discussed facing discrimination as well as sexual harassment;
“If women get fewer hours, they earn less. The more hours you are assigned, the more you
earn. Management favours men.”

They described taking a variety of routes to resolve problems;
“We will go to the Department Head first, if there is no action, we will go to Security, if there is
no action we will go to the Ship Captain.”
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“We talk to our boss, our supervisor about how to solve a woman’s problem. If the problem
is still not solved, we go to the head of the department. If still not solved, we go to head of
human resources.”
“In my company, we can talk to the manager of our department and if we don’t have answers,
we can talk to human resources manager.”
“If we report to Department Head, he will make a note and report to higher management.”
“Once a week, we will have a meeting to talk about problems.”

These people, already involved in hearing and resolving complaints of sexual harassment and
discrimination are potential allies for a Women’s Advocate program.
There was agreement that support from management is important and the earlier it can be gained, the
better. Some participants described positive relationships with management;
“In our organization, some members get promotions and get managerial positions, but they
still support our work and they have a connection with higher management.”
“Some management are allies.”
“Our supervisor is our ally.”
“When we have union activities, our supervisor allows us to participate.”
“We invite managers to preside over our activities.”
“Our company is a big enterprise, we have both supportive and anti-colleagues, but at the
management level, some support our work.”
“We have new management and some of them support us.”
“We also have a good connection with the Labour Relations committee. They support us
because they realize that these issues are important.”

Some noted that they were able to build alliances with other women in managerial roles;
“We invite female managers to preside over our activities.”
“We approach female administrative staff to join us.”
“We only approach women. It is easy for us to talk. There is no negative reaction.”

Participants noted that colleagues are important allies, although they described mixed support from them;
“We need to have allies or friends.”
“We talk to friends at the workplace.”
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“We have our colleagues in the workplace.”
“Some colleagues support my work and some supervisors support my work.”
“Some colleagues also support our work, but I feel they are not happy with union. I don’t
understand. Sometimes they only listen to rumours, but we have information that they can
come to us and get.”

Supportive colleagues are both men and women:
“Without support from the men, we cannot be successful.”

Some noted that they their jobs offer them opportunities to speak with their colleagues about the
importance of addressing sexual harassment in the workplace.
“The first thing I have to say is that by the nature of my job, safety officer, I don’t have enough
time, but I turn that barrier into meetings with workers.”
“Important allies are our colleagues, bus conductors, special inspectors, presenters. As a
special inspector, I have more opportunities to meet colleagues.”

Others noted that,
“Passengers are also our allies.”
“Passengers who always take the same bus and they say, oh your program is very good. We
want to provide a good service to passengers.”

Engagement Strategies
Participants engaged enthusiastically in a discussion of how they could move forward to promote a
Women’s Advocate program. Education was a focus;
“We can get information from allies to educate our members. We can do a case study of
the victims from the past to understand the needs better. We can have education seminar
sessions in our union.”

They spoke of the need to work with management and shared ideas about how to do that;
“We have to educate management. We are not against management; we are trying to improve
conditions in the workplace. We have to get support of management at first.”
“Junior management are our allies. We have to raise awareness with these people. They will
be promoted to senior management.”
“We will try to convince management individually to have better understanding of sexual
harassment. We will invite other organizations to join our campaign. We have two foundations
to help us put pressure on management.”
“We will use psychological rapport. We will build individual relationships with managers.
We’ll invite managers to events. It is a chance for them to be in the spot light. By joining us,
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they will be making a good image for themselves. We will allow them to talk to the media.”
“In order to see allies in management, we have to make use of our union. We will add this to
our agenda and organize meetings so that we have a chance to meet with management.”
“In our organization to meet with management, there must be labour relations. We sit with
representatives to solve the problems.”
“In order to meet with management we must tender our demand and then we have another
platform which is the labour relations committee and we can together solve the problem. We
can organize a function, for example a rally.”

Participants named the need for good communication and discussed strategies;
“We have to inform our members what we are doing. We can set up a communications group.”
“We can use union meetings as a platform.”
“We can use social media. We can use the media.”
“We need materials with clear messages of what we want to communicate.”
“We can create a poster to educate the workers.”
“After having the materials, we have to make sure they will be distributed.”
“Ask the society to report sexual harassment, give them information on how to report, with
pamphlets, media, and posters.”

They discussed the role of both formal and informal leadership to carry the initiative forward;
“We need support from all of you. We are facing a problem. It’s about the term of a committee
member. We have to be re-elected. A new set of committee members can come and ignore
our work of the past. We will continue working even if we are not committee members, to
encourage the government to change laws.”

Others identified the need to, “build a new generation of leaders.” And they emphasized the importance of
working with men;
“How can we invite male leaders to be part of the campaign? We need a training. If they are
not convinced, it will be difficult.”

They discussed how existing resources and structures can support Women’s Advocates;
“We have three projects a year, we can have one on sexual harassment. We can use the
National Coordinating Committees to discuss violence and abuse and make them take a stand
on it. We need that structural approval.”

They also noted that when there is international pressure, people make change much more quickly and
suggested that bodies like the ITUC could provide support.
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They discussed how joining forces with NGOs and even government ministries could help them to
establish Women’s Advocates.
“We can ask our partner organizations. We have a group of NGOs working on women’s issues and
we have networks with Ministry of Labor and the Ministry of Human and Social Development. We
can ask them to join us. Some community based organizations have counsellors. When we want
to push the organization to respect women’s rights, we work with them.”

Participants also recognized March 8th, International Women’s Day as an opportunity to draw attention to
this initiative.
Women reflected on opportunities their ongoing work presented for advancing and promoting a Women’s
Advocate Program;
“We are negotiating with management to have a canteen. It is a strategic location, to have
space to meet, to socialize, to do public relations.”
“We will seek information regarding the impact on the job if there is sexual harassment. The
victim may not come to work, that will affect the operation of the buses. Many cases will
damage the reputation of the organization.”
“We do public relations continuously. We produce easy to understand public relations
material. This is public relations work.”
“I will use a meeting platform to try to give information and to raise understanding so that
victims can know their rights and understand what sexual harassment is. If everyone has the
same understanding it is easier to negotiate with management to support out campaign.”
“The opportunity is to socialize with workers, if they experience violence, they can come to us
and we will accompany them.”
“In our organization we are using new media. This will allow us to meet more people, to
normalize speaking up.”

THE WAY FORWARD
As the workshop concluded, participants took some time to reflect on how they would ensure that they
protected the space to continue talking about and planning for a Women’s Advocate Program. They
shared plans and ideas;
“We will have a meeting among committee members to finalize plans. After we produce all
the materials, on October 31st, we will start to distribute materials. In November we will ask
management for permission for the campaign and ask them to preside over our event. The
campaign members will talk to workers about the campaign. In December we will do a survey
to get opinions on understanding of workers in the workplace.”
“The women’s committee is a real asset. There are six women from the union on the women’s
committee.”
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“We will tell our friends to be aware and talk about how to have a harassment free society. We
will raise awareness and share information that they did not have before. We have a monthly
newsletter in our union. We will print an article. At the monthly union meeting, the committee
meeting, we will talk about sexual harassment and violence against women. We are going to
have a regular dinner meeting in February and we will add sexual harassment to the agenda.
We have a bi-monthly newsletter. We will send an article about sexual harassment.”
“The railway human resources department has training. We can request to add sexual
harassment and violence against women to the curriculum.”
“Regarding training, we provide training from bottom to top, it will be for workers of all levels.”
“We will build more leaders in our Pineapple Eyes campaign. We will build more allies. We
will build a consolidation team. We will work on investigation. We have a problem. Under this
structure, workers are bullied by supervisors, victims are bullied by supervisors so some of
them are being suspended from work. Supervisors abuse their authority. Victims do not have
confidence that union can protect them effectively. We will build this team to respond before
proceeding to formal investigation.”
“Passengers are harassed. Passengers must be confident that when using the service there is a
mechanism to help them. We are pushing our guidelines to be adopted in other state enterprises.
If all enterprises have these guidelines, victims would be confident that there is a procedure in
place to help them. We will have this guideline developed as the organizational policy.”
“There must be sexual harassment in all training. Educating, preventing is better that solving problems.”
“We will expand the campaign and have it recognized more formally by the union. We will
work on the attitudes of membership.”
“How can BMTA work with all of you on your own campaigns? Solidarity can help to overcome
some of the barriers.”
“We have a plan to strengthen the women’s committee. We will organize a seminar on
sexual harassment to raise understanding. We will revise this training, and invite committee
members. After the training, we will ask some of the participants to work in our team. They can
help us to cover bigger areas. They can be our face to face communicators. We can start with
a small group and expand. We welcome non-members and they can transfer this knowledge to
their kids and their family.”
“We will coordinate with a private foundation that we are working on a project with. Do they
have any financial resources available to work on this?”
“Management and union are working hand in hand. We have to go back and form a team. We
don’t have experience – we have to discuss with union teams. In our organization colleagues
have to be part of this work, they will help us to be successful. We are new to these issues.
There are internal problems and changes. Four leaders were sued by managers because they
damaged the reputation of the company.”
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“In Indonesia, the workers unions already have a women’s committee, but we lack activities.
We have limited information about violence against women. We can make the union as a
second home for women. We can work together with other women’s organizations. Now we
know a women’s organization. We will keep in contact and have a planning session together.”
“We will fight for childcare in the office. Many young women have children and it is difficult to
find a babysitter in Indonesia. It is better to take the baby to the office.”
“We want to have fifteen minutes in monthly meetings to discuss about problems with
employees and management. We will educate the activists to talk about violence against
women and abuse.”
“We have two days of meetings monthly with the heads of the unions for all Indonesian
railways. One day is to discuss our problems, one day is for anything else. If anyone wants to
talk about something, we invite a representative to talk. This is an excellent opportunity.”

A woman summed up both the challenges ahead and the determination to meet those challenges as she
said;
“We might be fifty percent of the population, but we are barely ten to thirteen percent of the
transport sector. But we are there now and people have begun to notice us. If each one of us
decides to do something, we will be there.”

WHAT THE ITF WILL DO TO KEEP THE SPACE OPEN?
The ITF representative explained how this work will contribute to a larger vision;
“This is one of three workshops. Some very similar thoughts and ideas have come forward in
the previous workshop and some differences have emerged. We are recording ideas from the
three workshops. We will work to pull together the learning from an international perspective
to develop a series of tools that all unions will be able to use. We didn’t come with a program
already developed. It is useful to listen to what is already happening.
Next year, there will be a small regional forum on violence against women. We will talk about
findings and next steps there.
Different unions might have very takes on how to do this. We have opened this space and we
want you to open the space in your unions. The work may take time. But you all have many
people that can support.
A big part of why we are doing these workshops is to take examples of best practices and
develop materials that will be useful for all affiliates. We are already in discussion about
the materials produced by the BMTA. We plan to have them translated into English. We are
working through permissions.”
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VOICES FROM SWEDEN AND NORWAY
The Swedish and Norwegian sisters came from these unions;
Susanne Gällhagen

Kommunal

René Jeryd

Kommunal

Astrid König

Kommunal

Marie Ende

Union to Union

Annika Ödebrink

Seko

Julie Amor Piamonte

NSU

Kajsa Lackovic

Seko

Natalie Lucasson

Union to Union

Julie Synnö Böe

Nume

Karin Strömbäck

Sekotidningen

Katrin Olofsson

NTF

Monica Egerbladh

Seko

Annica Barnin

Seko

Emilie Eklund

Transport

Ann-Charlotte Larsson

Transport

Sigrid Bergfeldt

Union to Union

The work roles of participants were diverse. They occupied positions as municipal workers, seafarers,
drivers, and railway workers.

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT
Lars Lindgren, the President of the European Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF) and Vice-President
(Europe) of the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) opened the workshop. He made it clear
that the union leadership in Sweden is supportive of this work and committed to supporting it. In his words;
“We have violence towards women and violence towards men as well. We all have a
responsibility to act. We can see it in our workplaces. It’s very important that we have
organized meetings like this. Women are suffering in today’s world – women and children
suffer most. We don’t want to see this in our workplaces.
In our country we are good at respecting everyone in the workplace. It is very important to have
the discussion. The project is about ending violence against women in the transport industry.
It is not a counselling program, it is a program to help women identify their options. It is also a program
that focuses on prevention. An important part of work is challenging myths or social norms. We can
prevent women from finding themselves in a situation where they experience violence.”
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COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS
As was the case in the previous two workshops, an in-depth presentation by a representative from a
women’s organization gave a valuable overview of the strengths and challenges of the local violence
against women movement and many examples of how women have organized in the past and continue to
organize today to oppose violence and promote equality.
Roks, the National Organisation for Women’s Shelters and Young Women’s Shelters in Sweden, is the
largest member organisation for women’s shelters and young women’s shelters in the country. It is also
the oldest shelter organization is Sweden. As a national organization, they don’t work directly with women.
They work with shelters to provide them with what they need to do their job and to safeguard the common
interests of the shelters in their work against male violence towards women. There are currently around
100 women’s and young women’s shelters within the organisation.
Roks is a feminist organisation working for the rights of women and young women and promoting
women’s equality. Roks strives to shape public opinion. They actively work to make the public aware
of the reality that the shelters face, and they conduct outwardly focused dialogues regarding issues of
concern to the shelters. They organize four or five big education events a year. They are also a lobbying
organization, working with the European Women’s Lobby and internationally with other women’s
organizations.
Our speaker identified herself as belonging to the first generation of women in Sweden where it was clear
that we should all have an education. After getting an education, women want to work. And for that women
need a child care system. Child care was the big issue of the 70s in Sweden.
The next big issue was abortion. It was still illegal in the 70s. Women went to Poland because in
communist countries abortion was legal. It became legal in Sweden in 1975.
Roks is concerned with the whole spectrum of violence against women, not just shelter work. Women
in the shelters talk about their partners watching pornography and wanting to relive it in the bedroom.
Mainstream porn includes violence in ninety percent of scenes. Roks has headed a successful campaign
to stop hotels in Sweden from giving their clients access to porn. Several major hotel chains have signed
onto the campaign and Swedish government officials are only authorized to stay in porn free hotels. The
speaker noted that the campaign also makes a difference because men staying in these hotels don’t
expect sexual favours from cleaners.
Roks is one of the organizations that fought for the Swedish legislation that prohibits the buying of sexual
services. Sweden was the first country to criminalize the purchase, but not selling of sex in 1999. Pimping,
procuring and operating a brothel are also illegal. Since then Norway and Iceland have adopted similar
legislation and more recently Canada and Northern Ireland followed suit.
Sweden has a very good law on violence against women, although it is not well implemented. The
conviction rate is very low. In 1998, the gross violation of a woman’s integrity became a legal offense.
If someone commits repeated criminal acts against another person, such as acts of violence or sexual
crimes, the perpetrator’s offense can be considered to be gross. Each criminal act is then viewed as an
element in a series of violations of the victim’s integrity and self-confidence. If the acts were committed by
a man against a woman who is or has been his life partner, he shall be sentenced for gross violation of
a woman’s integrity. Acts in this category include assault, unlawful threat, sexual misconduct and sexual
exploitation. Despite this progressive legislation, in their sexual assault law, Sweden does not have a
requirement for consent. Rape is defined by violence, not consent.
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Statistics would indicate that Sweden is one of the countries with the highest rates of women experiencing
domestic violence, but the speaker suggested that the high numbers are really a result of women
reporting the violence they experience. There is a very good reporting system in Sweden. It is almost
impossible to compare stats between countries because they all collect data differently. She noted that
they are seeing more sexual violence and can’t explain why.
The speaker criticized the language of domestic violence, saying it hides the gender of victims and
perpetrators. She also noted that domestic violence doesn’t include the full spectrum of violence against
women. She spoke of violence in intimate relationships explaining that;
“In a relationship, you meet and fall in love. Then you start to adjust. Whenever you make an
adjustment, your space gets smaller. In a healthy relationship, both people adjust. In abusive
relationships, only she adjusts. When she adjusts, the violence starts. She is ugly, she is not
good in bed, if she would do better and so on. By the time the violence comes, she feels that
she should be better. At the same time, she is becoming more isolated. In the end when he
really starts to abuse you, you have few friends and little contact with your family. He needs
to make you think that the only one who is telling the truth is him. All women who are in an
abusive relationship think they are bad. They think he will keep the children and no one will
believe them. His truth becomes her truth. Every woman in an abusive relationship has also
experienced sexual violence. It might be called sex to make up. It is really hard to talk about
the rape. The things that damage you most are the mental violence and the sexual violence.”

Local shelters in Sweden are autonomous and there are large differences in resources available to them.
All are educated by Roks. They share common values and ethical guidelines, basic knowledge, routines
and methods. All shelter workers are voluntary. A lot of young women going to law school are volunteering
at shelters. They work in sisterhood. Every shelter has a crisis line. Some are 24/7 others have more
restricted hours.
Shelters in Sweden are funded by taxes, they do not engage in fund raising. Local shelters are funded by
municipalities. Still they are totally independent. If a woman can’t pay, she can stay in the shelter for free.
If she is able she pays about 110 kroners a night.
Women who marry Swedish men outside of Sweden and then come to Sweden are dependent on their
spouses for their visa. Most of these women who are abused and come to shelter go back to their own
countries. Shelters can’t even give them information.
Young women’s shelters work on the internet. They have chat rooms and websites run by young women.
A lot of young women use sex as self-harm. Recently they saw the first successful conviction for rape for
a man who used a web cam.
There are many women who don’t go to shelter and in fact, most women who shelter workers help are
not staying at shelters. Most women in Sweden are working. If they have to be off work, they will be on
sick leave. Most women who come to shelters have a way of earning their own money. Workers will
accompany women to appointments with authorities.
Housing is a big problem for women. Shelter workers help women find rental accommodation. Women
also need day care and school places and they need their children to remain anonymous. It is hard for the
children who can’t be included in photos and can’t be registered. A law in Sweden that says when there is
violence, woman should get sole custody, but often there is joint custody.
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UNION AND NGO PARTNERSHIPS
The speaker described ongoing collaboration between Roks and unions. She noted that unions reach a lot
of women and men and working with them makes it easy to get out information. Roks has been working
with the Swedish Municipal Workers Union, Kommunal. Kommunal have a program and a special group
of workers women who address violence against women. She described this union as doing a really good
job. Roks is also working with the Confederation for Professional Employees, mostly on issues of sexual
harassment and the workplace. Every year they work on a campaign with unions to raise awareness
about the pay gap. They have also worked with labour unions on prostitution reform.

WOMEN’S RIGHTS THROUGH THE GENERATIONS
While allowing that there are individual differences in experiences, the women talked about the place of
women in the family and in society through the generations. Although Sweden is a very highly developed
country today, that was not the case just a few generations ago. As they reflected on their grandmother’s
and mother’s experiences, participants mapped out the way that women’s rights and responsibilities have
been evolving.

OUR GRANDMOTHERS’ SWEDEN
As they spoke of their grandmother’s generation, women described lifestyles that were very challenging
and seem far removed from the generally high standard of living in today’s Sweden.
“In our grandmother’s generation, Sweden was one of the poorest countries in the world.
Most people worked in the agricultural sector. Men and women had six to seven years of basic
education. At school many women learned how to be domestic workers, they learned how to
run large properties.”
“There are class differences and poor people have always worked, both women and men, but to
have a salary is another matter. Women worked on the docks. They washed clothes and prepared
food. They were part of the informal economy. Women also rowed boats between the islands.”
“For the middle class, there were few jobs for women. Most were teachers or nurses, but you
couldn’t keep your job if you married.”
“In 1921 women were given the right to vote. There was no birth control and women had large
families. There were high child mortality rates.”
“Women wore long skirts, trousers were not permitted. Women were not allowed to show their
hair. Hats remained common until the 1960s. The hats gradually got smaller and smaller.”

OUR MOTHERS’ SWEDEN
Participants described how changes started to come about in their mothers’ generation;
“In our mother’s generation, there was more access to education, but it was still more
common for men than for women to have a good education. Class and gender intersected to
continue to restrict education for women; if you had money to spend on just one child, you
would send the son rather than the daughter to school.”
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“It was during World War II that women gained wide spread entry to the workforce. At the
same time it became acceptable for women to wear trousers. Women were also able to smoke
and drink.”
“Birth control was available to women, if still not completely accessible. It was easier to get a
divorce legally, but divorce was still not socially acceptable.”
“Being a single parent was more acceptable and social insurance, provided by the
government made it possible to survive as a single parent. Abortion remained illegal until
1974, unless it was a medical necessity.”
“Sailors were provided with sick leave if they got pregnant and needed it. Six months of
parental leave became available in the 1970s.”

OUR GENERATION
Participants described significant gains towards equality for women as they recounted what life is like for
their generation. At the same time they detailed factors that prevent women from reaching full equality;
“Women have full accessibility to higher education, and in fact more women than men are
educated. All the jobs are available to us, but we continue to choose traditionally. For example
there are more male engineers than female engineers. Pay gaps still exist between women and
men and in fields of male dominated work, when more women come in, the pay goes down.
The terms and conditions of work change.”
“Women are more independent. We can have a life without being dependent on anyone and single
households are rapidly increasing. More people are living in relationships, but living apart.”
“Child care is accessible and affordable, subsidized by the state. Both fathers and mothers are
taking care of small children. Paternity leave is available. Three months of parental leave have
to be taken by the other parent. However, even although it is illegal, employers do ask if you
are planning to get pregnant when you apply for a job sometimes.”
“The work environment is better for men than women. The environmental design is male.
Equipment, uniforms and even weapons have been designed for men, not women. Health and
safety is better for men, than for women. Sexual harassing is increasing and it can be tough to
be accepted.”

Women were well aware of the gains they had made at work and in society at large, but did not take their
rights for granted;
“We are harvesting the fruits of the harvest.”
“We have basic human rights, we are into fine tuning. We have to fight to maintain the rights
we have.”

They also brought up acceptance of diversity and difference. They noted that there is a big difference from
county to country. They acknowledged that the formal rights are quite good, but racism and intolerance is
on the rise. One participant noted that her four year old has already experienced racism.
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FUTURE GENERATIONS
Participants hoped the future would bring more choices in employment for women. They also wanted
to see the equal salaries and equal opportunities for men and women in traditionally male dominated
workplaces. They wanted an equal pension system and even better maternity leave benefits. They hoped
to see a six hour working day.
Away from work they wanted equal sharing of household duties, including child care. That would give
more spare time for self-development. They also discussed the need for medical research that would be
specific to women.
They noted that while for the most part, they see their society moving forward, there are instances where
they are moving backwards. They cited a rise in the popularity of the fascist party which opposes gender
equality.
They also noted that future generations were likely to socialize less and spend more time with technology.

THE RIVER
The top of the river represents existing local initiatives such as legislation to prevent violence against
women. The bottom of the river represents resources to support women who have already experienced
violence and the mist is the work to change attitudes. The mist represents attitudes, the way that we build
the power to change the laws to prevent violence or to provide more resources for support at the bottom
of the river. In this exercise women discussed some of their own experiences, impressions and opinions
about prevention, support and the process of change.
The examples of prevention initiatives in Sweden included legislation to change the definition of rape
(until 1965 it was still legal for a husband to rape his wife) and the 1993 creation of the Commission on
the Status of Women. Examples of supportive responses to women experiencing abuse included a free
national hotline for women subjected to violence and their relatives that was set up in 2007 and women’s
shelters. It was noted that women´s shelters are also engaged in prevention work. Examples of work
to change attitudes included a campaign entitled, “Not In My Name” and the fact that the Swedish film
industry had reached gender equality.
In discussing the River Model, women made the point that when we provide tools for a woman to step out
of a violent situation, it doesn’t prevent another woman from falling into the same situation. We need to
look at how efforts for prevention and response, along with work to change attitudes all fit together to give
us the best chance for change.
Reflecting on what needs to happen at the top of the river, to prevent violence against women, participants
suggested, gun control, affordable safe housing and support for women reporting sexual violence. They
noted that the media is partly to blame for the reluctance of women who have experienced sexual violence
to come forward, as they raise questions about the victim’s dress and behavior, rather than focusing on
the perpetrator.

SOCIAL NORMS AND GENDER EQUALITY
Participants noted that violence against women happens in every culture and in this sense; Sweden
shares traditions of patriarchy with countries around the world. They also agreed that they share the
problem of victim blaming.
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In a discussion of myths and assumptions women were quite knowledgeable, but recognized that many
of the myths and assumptions detailed are present in the broader society. They noted that those who are
invested in opposing gender equality hold onto these myths and assumptions. Participants discussed how
adherence to these myths and assumptions can make it difficult to rally support, both moral and financial
for a Women’s Advocate program. They noted the importance of research that can provide evidence to
counter myths and facts.
Participants discussed how social norms can reinforce gender inequality. Dress codes and hair styles
mark a clear delineation between men and women. Men don’t wear dresses and they don’t wear makeup (unless they are a rock star). It’s acceptable for women to have long hair, but not men. Pink and glitter
is for girls, although participants noted that it is more common now for men to wear pink and unisex
clothing is more popular. Boys and girls are encouraged to play with different types of toys. Girls are not
encouraged to embrace superheroes.
Expectations are very different for men and women. Women are expected to be nurturers, to enjoy
cooking and laundry and child care. They are also expected to take care of men. Men are assumed to be
strong and technically oriented.
Women are cast as more emotional than men and men are not expected to show emotion or compassion.
Similar behaviour is often interpreted through a different lens. For example, men get angry, women get
hysterical. Men exchange information and women gossip.
While it is acceptable for men to drink, it is not acceptable to be a drunk woman. It is okay to have
sex if you are a man, but you are considered a slut if you are a woman who is sexually active outside
of a committed relationship. Even the way men and women sit and stand is different. Women are not
supposed to take up space.
While it is becoming more acceptable here for men to stay home with young children, women are still
expected to be grateful when they are shown love or when he brings out the hoover.
Women voluntarily restrict their mobility in a number of ways in order to ensure their safety. Men generally
don’t worry about being able to move about freely on the streets on their own.
VIDEO (ABUSE IN THE LIFT)
A unique feature of the Swedish workshop was the showing of a recent video posted on YouTube. The
video shows a male – female couple on an elevator. The male is verbally aggressive and uses threatening
behaviour towards the woman. The woman appears frightened and unable to defend herself. As this is
taking place, people get on and off the elevator, witnessing the abusive and threatening behaviour. We
see person after person, confined in a small space with a woman who is being abused, look away and try
to ignore what is happening. In all, the film crew caught 53 people on camera who exited without trying to
intervene in any way. A single woman spoke up and said she would call the police if the man did not stop
his abusive behaviour.
The video prompted an important discussion. Women began by discussing legislation;
“Although woman abuse is tolerated, as a society we do try to react to this, we have laws.”
“No one can stand up and proudly say, I hit my wife. We do try to legislate against it.”

One woman remarked on how social condemnation without action is ineffective;
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“Society doesn’t agree with it, but if no one does anything, it is tolerated.”

Another commented on the inadequacy of legislation alone;
“Laws can be strong, but there is a real problem with implementation. It’s complicated, we
have good laws, but no implementation.”

Referring back to the discussion on myths and assumptions, they agreed that most men who are abusive
don’t think they have a problem. The silence and lack of intervention even when people openly witness
abuse reinforces that belief. It also reinforces a tendency for women to blame themselves, to tolerate
violence because they internalize responsibility. In this regard, a participant shared her own experience of
being abused. She stated;
“People don’t do anything, they don’t even call the police. People don’t do anything.”

Someone noted that it is not just fear that keeps people from intervening, but also a sense of;
“I don’t want to get involved. I don’t want to be a witness.”

Perhaps most relevant for this work was a comment that;
“We are very private people. There is a difference between being afraid to intervene and not
caring. We react and we do better if we practice. The 53 people in the video didn’t have time to
practice.”

In the discussion about why women stay in abusive relationships, participants identified a long list of reasons:
•

She lacks self confidence

•

She stays for the sake of the children

•

Her children pressure her to stay

•

She fears that the alternative is worse

•

She stays for financial reasons

•

She doesn’t know that abusive behavior is wrong

•

She is isolated

•

She has no trust in the social security system

•

She loves him

•

She values the good times more than the bad times and is afraid of losing the good things

•

She is being threatened (if you leave me, I will kill you)

•

She is afraid of loneliness

•

She blames herself

•

She promised God it would be for life

•

Her religion frowns on separation and divorce
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•

She is ashamed of what others would think

•

She doesn’t want to be a failure

•

Her partner promises to change

•

She has hope

Participants identified additional barriers that women from other cultures and living in Sweden might face?
•

Social stigma from her culture and her community

•

Shame

•

A sense of honour

•

A language barrier – an inability to communicate

•

Law – a woman who is not a Swedish citizens and who marries a Swedish man is not allowed to
stay in Sweden if she divorces before two years

•

Lack of information and lack of trust in the system

•

She may not have a strong social network

•

Her cultural values may lead her to believe that she should rely on her family

•

She may not have family other than the abuser

HOW ARE UNIONS ALREADY ADDRESSING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN?
There was a wide range of responses to a question about current supports provided by the union to
women who are experiencing violence. Union reps from Kommunal receive training and members of
Kommunal had various forms of support available to them;
“Kommunal has trainings for shop stewards, a manual of how to respond to domestic
violence and statistics about domestic violence.”
“Kommunal has a program. It gives every woman who has experienced domestic violence
insurance. She gets ten hours of therapy free and she can have access to legal assistance.”

Some participants also mentioned that support would be available through occupational health care.
Others were hopeful that support would be available, but far from certain;
“[Support would be available] only if I ask (maybe).”
“No, not if it isn’t a very good boss that has a good relationship with their employee and
almost privately wants to be part of the help for the person. That can happen sometimes.”

And some participants simply responded that women experiencing violence would receive no support in
their unions or that they were unaware of any help being available;
“There is no support that I am aware of.”
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Participants also noted that unions work on many initiatives related to gender equality and that could
connect to this work. For example the LO (a Trade Union Confederation that organises manual workers) is
involved with “Start Talking” an initiative to support LGBTQQ people. LO is represented at Pride Festival.

WHAT MORE COULD UNIONS BE DOING?
When asked what kinds of supports participants would like to see for women experiencing violence, they
said;
“Someone to talk to and someone that can be a link to other institutions such as shelters,
doctors and if needed, different authorities.”
“The union’s health and safety rep should have some training in addressing the issue.”
“At least help and information about where they can turn.”
“Trained, designated persons.”
“Full support. Someone to talk to. A support person like a Women’s Advocate. Someone who
knows what opportunities are available.”

Although some impressive work has been done to address violence against women by Swedish unions,
the Women’s Advocate Program has some unique aspects that are not currently available. The idea
resonated deeply with participants.

EXPLAINING THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE PROGRAM
The facilitators described what Women’s Advocates do:
“The role of the Advocate is not to instruct. We don’t want to be in a situation where we replace the
balance of power from the perpetrator to the union. You might have a conversation with a woman
even over the course of a couple of years before she is ready to take action. The role is to listen,
to provide the space to talk to someone until she is ready to take action for herself to regain power
over her body and her decision making. You can provide her with options. It is someone who
works on the floor. She is identified as a Women’s Advocate. She receives specialized training.
She is paid to go to the training. She is paid for the time she takes to support her fellow workers.
She might have time and space to meet with people at the workplace.”

WHAT SHOULD BE THE WORK OF A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE?
As in the other two workshops, participants were asked if they thought a Women’s Advocate should
address broader issues of violence against women in addition to workplace violence and harassment.
They were asked specifically about child and forced marriage, child sexual abuse, female genital
mutilation, femicide, domestic violence, non-partner sexual assault, trafficking and child labour.
Unlike the two previous workshops, participants spent a lot of time discussing and exploring how to
respond to members who experience domestic violence. Participants acknowledged that there are
provisions in place, such as paid leave if someone is injured, although it is not specific to domestic
violence. Rules against discrimination that should prevent women from losing their jobs. However
domestic violence is not a subject that most workers talk about in the workplace;
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“I would not go to my employer if I was experiencing domestic violence. They invite those who
are discriminated to talk, but there are no cases of domestic violence.”

The majority saw the potential for domestic violence to impact negatively on work performance and
attendance. Given the silence and taboo around discussing the problem at work, they acknowledged that
in the worst case scenario, it could put someone’s job at risk;
“She might be absent physically and in the mind. She might be using drugs and alcohol.”
“The consequences of violence can be skipping work or to not be able to concentrate.”
“Maybe a lack of effort is shown in the work? If then – yes she could lose her job.”
“If it impacts on their presence at work and the woman does not explain the absence it might
lead to losing the job.”
“Her job can be at risk if she is absent a lot or if the perp visits the workplace frequently
harassing the boss/coworkers etc.”
“Their job could be at risk if they have a hard time to do their work duties.”

In addition to addressing workplace violence and harassment and domestic violence, participants agreed
strongly that a Women’s Advocate should be available to address a broad range of issues related to
gendered violence. Some also wanted to Women’s Advocate focus to expend beyond the union;
“We need to reach out to women outside of unions, immigrant women for example not in unions.”

All agreed that the mandate should include prevention activities and noted that there has been some
success with that kind of activity already;
“Kommunal organized education campaigns for the broader community. They did that and it
was very helpful – having stats and educating members and leaders.”

There was also consensus that Women’s Advocates should be involved in political action as well as
practical assistance;
“We need to be more political. We are quite good at working practically. Kommunal is working
hard on gender equality. We must fight for equal pay.”

All participants agreed that it is important to include men in prevention and education activities.

WOULD WOMEN TALK TO A WOMEN’S ADVOCATE?
Whether or not women would actually talk to a Women’s Advocate if she were available in the workplace
is an important consideration. Given the current reality participants expressed doubts that women would
approach a union rep for support;
“I don’t think we are the #1 person they think of regarding those things.”
“It depends.”
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“Maybe.”
“You need trust.”
“No. It would depend on a relationship of trust.”

However they agreed that it is possible to gain the trust of women who experience violence. They
suggested;
“More training and education [for union reps] would help.”
“If they think it is a union matter I think they would [talk to a union rep]. So we need more
information and education.”
“It would help to have a Women’s Advocate.”

QUALITIES OF THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE
Participants discussed the qualities of a Women’s Advocate and decided that she should be;
•

Discreet

•

Trustworthy

•

Knowledgeable

•

Empathetic

•

Courageous

•

Willing to fight power structures

•

Non-judgmental

•

Not directive, but someone who facilitates choices

•

Empowering

THE ROLE OF THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE
In addition to her role in the workplace, a women’s advocate could work in the community to;
“…campaign for equality at work and in life.”
“…campaign for respect for women.”
“…educate on women’s issues.”
“…support change.”
“…provide emotional support (not legal support) for women in court.”
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“…help to prevent violence if the abusive spouse knows there is support available for her.”

Participants identified how a women’s advocate can support a co-worker;
“She can put the issue of violence against women on the agenda, making it easy to talk about
it.”
“She can bring the problem of violence against women to the surface by discussing it.”
“By daring to care, the women’s advocate will support other women.”
“Showing no acceptance of violence is a way to support women.”
“She can be a good role model.”

Participants listed the ways a Women’s Advocate can also benefit the employer. She can;
•

Help to resolve workplace problems

•

Keep the woman in the job

•

Reduce sexism

•

Keep the workplace safe

•

Reduce absenteeism

•

Identify resources

•

Highlight the scale of the problem

•

Minimize negative publicity

Participants concluded the discussion of the Women’s Advocate Program agreeing that;
“We would establish Women’s Advocates for the same reason as we unionize; we are stronger
when we stand together.”

BARRIERS
In the discussion about barriers that the Women’s Advocate program would potentially face, women
named both structural problems and the attitude that there are no structural problems. The structural
problem is the patriarchy and the gender power order that entails. This engenders the attitude that each
incident is a single incident, that there is no pattern, that there is no broader problem of violence against
women;
“Many people will argue that our lives are so good here in Sweden that we don’t need to work
on this. They will see it as a small problem, a non-issue.”

Some women noted that there are still few women in the some unions. Even one of the unions with a
female chief executive has this problem of a predominantly male membership. That makes it important to
talk to men and change their attitudes about violence against women. Some men are conservative they
observed, but then some women are too.
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For the program to be successful, women agreed, there has to be a willingness to do the job. Geography
will play a part in the challenges, with some regions being more ready to take it on than others. It is still a
difficult issue to talk about in many places and fear will lead to silence.
The public unions noted that cooperation with the government will facilitate their work. Others noted that
child support is still needed if the program is to be successful. They observed;
“All of the problems are connected.”

Some will not see this as the union’s work. They will prefer to prioritize ‘core’ issues such as wages and
organizing which favour male interests. Their attitude will be;
“We should do it, but tomorrow.”

Related to this concern about the work being removed from the ‘core business’ of the union was the
question;
“Will we be the ones that women will trust and come to?”

This conversation highlighted the importance of opening a conversation with all union members about the
reasons why violence against women is a labour issue.

ALLIES
Participants identified many potential union allies. At the local level they named;
•

Health and safety reps

•

Senior health and safety reps

•

Union stewards

•

Union reps who already have specialized training in violence against women

At the regional and national level they named;
•

The union official responsible for gender equality

•

The national women’s officer responsible for equality and gender and diversity training for
Kommunal

•

Union officials

•

The Regional Secretary Officer

•

A national case worker

•

Lars, the president of the ETF

•

A lawyer employed by the union

•

The ITF

Some knew specific individuals that participant knew would be supportive of this work. Reflecting on how
this is an issue that concerns all workers, one woman remarked;
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“In a perfect world everybody, the brothers and sisters, health and safety reps, the education
department, the board, youth representatives, lawyers, they would all be our allies.”

The participants from Norway noted that they don’t have much in the way of support or structure when it
comes to women’s issues, but their unions do collaborate with ITF and other national and local unions.
While their union is male dominated, they also collaborate with the ETF, where there is a gender violence
section.
In a discussion about potential employer allies, participants noted that this is a win-win situation for
employers, unions and workers. Employers have responsibility by law to maintain health and safety at the
workplace and this is a good way to do that. For the same reason that employers provide sick leave, they
have a vested interest in a program like this. They want to keep happy people at work. Using the right
language could help to gain the support needed from employers. Participants agreed that employers could
be asked to provide paid education leave so that Women’s Advocates can get the training they need.
In terms of individual employer representatives who could be helpful, the women named;
•

Safety officers

•

Human Resources – this would be a top priority

•

Occupational health care representatives

•

Good bosses

•

Priests - they have conversations with people all day long – they listen to people and help them

•

Kommunal is dependent upon the Swedish association of local and regional authorities – need
support from politicians

•

The Swedish employers’ association – the entry point would be the local organization where it is
easier to explain that there is a win-win situation

•

Kommunal has a unique potential partner as they partly own a Swedish insurance company

OPPORTUNITIES
Women could see many opportunities to begin working on a Women’s Advocate program.
Representatives from Kommunal shared information about the work that they have done in the past.
They have developed a workplace training program on violence against women. The difference with the
Women’s Advocate program is that the focus for intervening and the access to support is in the workplace.
Still many resources that Kommunal have already developed would be very helpful. Kommunal will do
an inventory of their programs and materials as a first step. They are actually in the process of revising
their materials. The seeds of a program are there. Kommunal’s work can serve as a role model for other
unions to begin taking on this issue.
Kommunal will have new leadership after the Congress and this could provide an opportunity to promote
the Women’s Advocate program. With eighty percent female membership, they still have to influence
leadership, but since the union has already decided on the big picture, representatives thought that this
could be quite easy.
Other unions acknowledged that they want to do something because this is totally neglected in their union.
They decided to find out what happens in district departments and said they will try to figure out a way to
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send someone over to Canada to take the full five day Women’s Advocate training course.
There was a lot of focus on the importance of communication and of letting all union members know
about the program. Several women suggested using their Congress as a way to communicate. It is an
opportunity to write a motion of support for the program and ensure that everyone gets a copy. Congress
offers an opportunity to speak up, talk about it, lobby for the Women’s Advocate Program. Participants
promised;
“We will write a motion for the Congress to let the union know that this is needed.”

Some participants noted that smaller gatherings such as workplace meetings, local meetings and events
can also provide a forum for discussion and lobbying. Likewise trainings and education events are good
places to share information about the Women’s Advocate Program.
Existing union structures can support a Women’s Advocate Program. One participant suggested that
developing a collaboration with the workers’ training unit would be a helpful strategy while another said
that she was motivated to implement the idea of a women’s advocate in her health and safety work for the
union.
Those who want to promote the program can use both social media and traditional media as means of
communicating information about the Women’s Advocate program. Some women promised to start a
Facebook account for workshop participants in order to communicate quickly and easily with others.
Women suggested that you have to start where you can get support, whether that is the national board or
the regional board and from there you build your own initiative at a local level.
One woman noted that her union had organized a gathering for women who are sailing at sea and it was
a huge success. A similar gathering could be organized again.
Kommunal already has a cooperative agreement with The Swedish Insurance Company that they partly
own. Women who are experiencing domestic violence have access to ten free counselling sessions. It is
possible to build on that initiative.
Because some women felt that their unions were more strongly placed than others to carry the program
forward, they all agreed on the importance of collaboration with other unions;
“It will be easier if we can help each other. We will be more effective if we work together.”
“We will keep in touch and try to start a network for women within the Swedish transport
sector.”
“It’s wonderful how much we can all learn from each other.”

Women also talked about how existing labour law could be used to support a Women’s Advocate
Program. Employers in Sweden have a responsibility to ensure that they have an equality plan in place
in the workplace. There is a very significant opportunity to include a Women’s Advocate as part of the
workplace equality plan. The Women’s Advocate can also supplement the employer’s responsibility for
providing occupational health care.
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REFLECTIONS
Women were inspired and encouraged by the workshop. They clearly saw the connections between this
work and the other union issues they advocate for;
“It is the right thing for ITF to be doing.”
“The workshop was inspiring. I learned a lot and it has given me the energy in my heart and
my head to take women’s advocacy to the next level in my union.”

There was a strong consensus that a Woman’s Advocate is an important role and position to support;
“She can provides the space in the workplace for women to discuss the violence they might
be experiencing in other parts and places of their lives.”
“She can provide support to women who need it.”
“She can build trust with women who can recognize something of themselves in her.”
“She can speak for all of on issues of violence against women.”
“She can be a good example of a strong woman.”
“She can represent sisterhood in the workplace.”
“I learned how much the Advocate can for do the individual woman.”
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DISCUSSION
Across geography and social context, evidence emerges from these workshops that women face many
of the same challenges in terms of violence and harassment at work and at home. Participants from
India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Thailand, Indonesia, Sweden and Norway expressed a remarkable degree of
consistency in their perceptions, experiences and resolve to move forward.
Women from all countries were able to trace a history of gains in women’s equality through the lives of
their grandmothers, their mothers and themselves. Still, in each workshop women described broader
social conditions of inequality that persist and they delved into the impact that it has on their lives at work.
In discussing violence against women they most often talked about sexual coercion experienced at work
or domestic violence experienced at home. In New Delhi and Bangkok discussions centred more on
workplace sexual harassment. But in focus groups, they acknowledged that domestic violence is also
wide spread and they expressed their desire to see support available to women experiencing violence
at home from a Women’s Advocate. In Stockholm, participants spent more time discussing domestic
violence and thinking about how impacts women at work. But these women also acknowledged that
sexual and gendered workplace harassment is still a problem for many women.
Despite the frankness of conversations during the workshops, women acknowledged that the space to talk
about violence against women is limited. For many of them, this was a unique opportunity to have open
discussions about the problem.
Participants were realistic about the challenges they would face, from their co-workers, unions and
employers. They recognized that the silence surrounding violence against women is a barrier that will
have to be confronted. Their positive experiences in the workshop served to demonstrate that this is a
problem that can be discussed and that it is a problem for the workplace.
At the same time, they identified allies who they could count upon for support. The allies women named
were very specific to their own workplaces, but included both union and employer representatives.
Potential allies included everyone from top leadership positions down to rank and file workers.
Establishing a Women’s Advocate Program provides the opportunity to build partnerships with local
organizations addressing violence against women. In fact the success of the program rests on strong
collaborative relationships. Community partners showed up at each of the workshops and all of them
indicated strong interest and a desire to work more closely with unions. In some instances relationships
are well established and becoming a referral source for a Women’s Advocate Program would just be
an extension of work already under way. In other instances, relationships are just being forged and the
Women’s Advocate Program would provide the opportunity to work together collaboratively.
In The River exercise in each workshop women discussed legislation to address violence against women.
Participants in all countries shared the same concern that despite the existence of progressive legislation,
implementation is weak. Universally, participants had an interest in improving legislative responses to
violence against women and endorsed political action as part of the Women’s Advocate role.
They also agreed that prevention efforts and particularly those aimed at changing attitudes are important.
Programmes that address underlying expectations about male and female roles and behaviour, and
support the development of better attitudes towards gender equality through a process of critical reflection
and discussion hold promise. Until recently, programmes in low-income and middle-income counties to
prevent violence against women and girls followed the tendency of those in high-income countries to
focus mainly on better legislation and training of judges and police and to provide survivors of violence
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with coordinated emergency services. This has led to a sharp increase in the number of countries with
domestic violence legislation, but as we heard from workshop participants, implementation remains a
serious problem (Ellsberg, 2015). In countries where resources and supports for women are scarce,
including a focus on prevention may be a viable choice.
There is increasing recognition that both men and women need to be engaged in efforts to prevent
violence against women and girls (Ellsberg, 2015). Workshop participants agreed and spoke of the need
to include men in prevention and outreach efforts.
Although we based workshops on the Canadian model of a Women’s Advocate Program, we discovered
existing initiatives in Thailand and Sweden where unions are working to address violence against women.
In Thailand the BMTA had organized the Pineapple Eyes campaign to prevent and intervene in sexual
harassment on buses and in Sweden Kommunal has worked on a campaign to raise awareness about
violence against women for years. These local initiatives are invaluable and can be a starting point when
thinking about how to organize a Women’s Advocate Program.
Important as it is to acknowledge the common experience of women across geographic regions, it is also
important to recognize that a Women’s Advocate Program would operate in a unique context in each
country. Women’s Advocates will need to be well informed and educated about the specifics of the local
situation in order to ensure culturally sensitive and culturally appropriate responses to situations and
prevention efforts. It will be important to adapt the program to fit with the needs, resources and priorities of
each country.
The idea of the Women’s Advocate Program resonated deeply with participants from all countries that
were represented in the workshops. Whether the conversation centred on sexual harassment at work or
domestic violence and how it shows up at work, participants understood the value of having an Advocate
in the workplace that could provide empathetic support in the moment and connect women to whatever
resources are available locally. Participants also enthusiastically supported the idea of prevention work
and political action to advance women’s equality and prevent violence against women.
By establishing Women’s Advocate Programs, unions can hold employers accountable for their
responsibility to keep women safe from violence and they can ensure safer workplaces. The Women’s
Advocate Program also offers more opportunity to organize women workers.
The evidence gathered from three workshops indicates that support on the ground will be strong. During
the course of the workshops, women not only claimed the space to talk about violence against women,
they committed to keeping the space open, so that the conversations can continue.

SUPPORT FOR THE CONCEPT OF THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE
PROGRAM
While the concept of a Women’s Advocate has not been widely implemented outside of workplaces
unionized by Unifor in Canada, it has been discussed and endorsed several times in the past. In 2004, the
International Labour Organization recognized the Women’s Advocate Program in their Gender Equality
and Decent Work. Good Practices in the Workplace Guide. The Guide highlights how gender concerns
are central to any effort to promote the ILO’s Decent Work Agenda and to achieve its four strategic
objectives of rights at work, employment promotion, social protection and social dialogue.
In 2011, a report from the Confederation of Family Organisations in the European Union highlighted the
concept of “link workers” to assist workers who are experiencing domestic violence;
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“It also transpired from our research and preliminary contacts that union representatives, occupational
doctors and workplace harassment complaint resolution officers could become trusted “link workers” for
victims who see them as able to provide support through listening and referral to appropriate provision.
Trade union reps are also best placed to have input into developing a workplace information and
prevention policy as part of welfare at work policy, but also to agree on practical arrangements about jobs
and negotiate flexibility into working hours.”
The research team proposed five areas of intervention where link workers could act to help workers;
listening and spotting; awareness and information; referral to specialized resources; adapted working
arrangements and practical assistance and negotiating a company policy and supportive legislation to
safeguard victims’ jobs (Leroy, 2011)
Existing Women’s Advocates work in all of these areas and workshop participants discussed all of these
functions as potential roles for new Women’s Advocates.
In 2015 an opinion paper by the European Economic and Social Committee, Rapporteur Béatrice Ouin
suggests that social partners, including trade unions are in a good position to listen to victims and help
them put together complaints when they experience violence and harassment at work. She points out
that;
“Appointing a specialised person of trust to listen to the victims and to examine dossiers is an
option recommended by the European social partners’ framework agreement.”
She goes on to say that community-based organizations specializing in violence against women are
important partners in this process to support women who have experienced violence. (Ouin, 2015)
These examples illustrate how the concept of the Women’s Advocate Program is a powerful one that
continues to surface as researchers, workers, unions and policy makers seek ways to ensure that
violence and harassment does not undermine women’s ability to participate in the workforce.

RECOMMENDATIONS OVERVIEW
The findings of this qualitative research show that workplaces of the women who participated in this study
and their colleagues are spaces in which gender-inequitable norms and behaviours are enforced. They
are facing many forms of discrimination and violence on a regular basis and this violence has an impact
on their ability to fully and equally engage in their workplaces. Although they discussed the impacts of
domestic violence on their working lives to a lesser extent, the women workers did acknowledge that
this form of violence also impacts on women’s ability to get to work, to perform their work duties and to
maintain their employment.
Participants clearly indicated strong interest and support for a Women’s Advocate Program in all of the
countries represented in the workshops; India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Thailand, Indonesia, Sweden and
Norway. At the same time it is clear that there will be challenges, both attitudinal and resource based to
establishing the Program.
To address these challenges, labour leaders must frame violence against women as a workplace and
a trade union issue. The Women’s Advocate Program will require support from the highest levels of
leadership at the ITF and at local unions in each country where it is established. Leaders must model a
new way of thinking by encouraging all workers to understand that violence against women is a health
and safety and a labour issue. Union leaders can mobilize their members around a compelling vision of
the future where Women’s Advocates are an essential part of the union movement. They can use their
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influence to give members the sense of purpose and the courage needed to confront the challenges of
moving forward with this work.
The Women’s Advocate Program cannot be an isolated, marginalized initiative. It must be embraced by
all staff in the union. They should be passionate about promoting it to employers and locals. Union-wide
educational activities are needed to reinforce its importance and keep members informed about what it
can offer. A women’s committee can provide on-going support to the Women’s Advocate.
Social and cultural mores, especially those around gender relations are key factors in the acceptance and
promotion of violence against women. Women’s Advocates will need a good understanding of the social
and cultural context in which they are working and an ability to navigate that context respectfully while
challenging beliefs and attitudes that reinforce and promote violence against women. Cultural sensitivity
is also critical to being able to respond appropriately and supportively to women who experience violence.
While the need to interact respectfully with each social and cultural context is important, participants also
noted that when there is international encouragement and guidance, people make change much more
quickly. The ITF is ideally situated to excerpt a positive influence in this regard.
In order to be successful a Women’s Advocate Program must work collaboratively with local communitybased organizations that are working to respond to and prevent violence against women. There are great
variations in the availability of local support services and in the focus of their work. This must be taken into
consideration when determining the mandate and the scope for the role of the Women’s Advocate in each
individual workplace.
Many unions are already engaged in efforts and initiatives to prevent and/or respond to violence against
women. The Women’s Advocate Program should build upon these strengths to expand the capacity of
unions to prevent and respond to violence against women.
As participants discussed successful prevention work requires the involvement of men and women.
Effective prevention work must do more than just raise awareness about the impact of violence. It must
also explicitly address the underlying issue of inequality and seek to transform gender norms by promoting
more equitable relationships between men and women. Research indicates that;
“Across different forms of violence, effective programmes are commonly participatory,
engage multiple stakeholders, support critical discussion about gender relationships and the
acceptability of violence, and support greater communication and shared decision making
among family members, as well as non-violent behaviour” (Ellsberg et al, 2015).

Unifor’s Women’s Advocates are positions that have been gained through collective bargaining. While the
union controls the training curriculum and delivery, the employer pays for the time the Advocate spends
in training and often pays for the time she spends supporting co-workers who come to her for assistance.
While the ITF should develop model language for collective bargaining, it may not be always be possible
to win employer support from the outset for the Women’s Advocate. For this reason, the ITF may have
to provide support for the training of Women’s Advocates. The training should incorporate how to move
towards collaboration with the employer to support women workers experiencing violence and how to
support prevention efforts.
To support the development of Women’s Advocate Programs in affiliates around the globe, the ITF needs
to develop a training program. The guiding principle for the training program should be that gender
equality is a union right and human right. This will have to be a two part training that includes a global
training for all Women’s Advocates regardless of their nationality or social and cultural context, to be
followed-up with a local training that focuses on culturally specific forms of violence, culturally appropriate
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responses to victims of violence, collaboration with local service providers and advocacy organizations
and local prevention activities.
Potential areas to cover in the universal training are;
•

•

Responding to victims of violence
•

Recognize the boundaries and limitations of the Women’s Advocate role. She there to provide
peer support, not professional counselling.

•

Respect survivor autonomy. Acknowledge that the survivor is in the best position to make
decisions regarding their situation, while the Women’s Advocate offers resources and
assistance.

•

Disentangle professional and personal values.

•

Accept the survivors’ report. It is not the Women’s Advocate role to determine if it is true or to
conduct an investigation.

•

Develop communication skills such as active listening and validating. The role is about being
helpful and attentive, not about being intrusive or extracting confessions.

•

Learn how to be non-judgmental and respect confidentiality.

•

Understand the negative impacts of victim-blaming.

•

Understand the effects of violence on the survivors’ mental and physical health.

•

Learn the basics of safety planning for the survivor and the advocate.

•

Manage employment issues in tandem with responding to violence.

•

Practice self-care for the Advocate.

Prevention
•

Address how violence happens in every culture, with differing levels of acceptability for
different types of violence

•

Examine the root causes of violence against women, including gender inequality, social norms
and power relations

•

Support the development of new skills, including those for communication and conflict
resolution.

•

Explore ways to transform the relations, norms, and systems that sustain gender inequality
and violence

RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE ITF:
1. Provide endorsement for the establishment of a Women’s Advocate Program from top leadership
2. Promote the Women’s Advocate Program to affiliates
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3. Provide ongoing leadership and support for unions to establish the Women’s Advocate Programs
4. Develop a universal Women’s Advocate Program training program
5. Work with national and/or regional affiliates to develop culturally specific follow-up training for the
Women’s Advocate Program
6. Develop an evaluation framework for the Women’s Advocate Program from the inception. Consult
with local union representatives and ITF leadership to determine desired outputs and outcomes.
Use both quantitative and qualitative measures to report on successes and challenges of the
program and to guide decision making. Create tools to assist with data collection.
7. Facilitate a Community of Practice for Women’s Advocates to share experiences, challenges, ideas
and innovations and to provide support to each other.

TO AFFILIATES IMPLEMENTING THE WOMEN’S ADVOCATE PROGRAM:
1. Seek support and endorsement from top leadership for the establishment of a Women’s Advocate
Program
2. Consult with local organizations engaged in the response to and prevention of violence against
women to determine what referral pathways, resources and collaborative relationships are
available.
3. In collaboration with local experts, determine the most pressing priorities for preventing and
responding to violence against women.
4. Assess how the resources of the union and the Women’s Advocate can best contribute to the work
of responding to and preventing violence against women in your local context.
5. Determine if the focus of the program will be responding to and supporting women workers who
have experienced violence and/or engaging in prevention activities, including political advocacy.
6. Work with the ITF to develop a local training program to complement the ITF’s Global Women’s
Advocate Program training.
7. Build on and connect to existing union initiatives to address violence against women.
8. Engage in union-wide educational activities to reinforce the importance of the Women’s Advocate
Program and to keep members informed about what it can offer
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APPENDIX I
WOMEN’S ADVOCATE LANGUAGE
The parties recognize that female employees may sometimes need to discuss with another woman
matters such as violence or abuse at home or workplace harassment. They may also need to find out
about specialized resources in the community such as counselors or women’s shelters to assist them in
dealing with these and other issues.
For this reason the parties agree to recognize the role of Women’s Advocate in the workplace. The
Women’s Advocate will be determined by the Union from amongst the female bargaining unit employees.
The Advocate will meet with female members as required, discuss problems with them and refer them to
the appropriate agency when necessary.
The Company agrees to provide access to a confidential phone line and voice mail that can be maintained
by the Women’s Advocate and that is accessible for female employees to contact the Women’s Advocate.
As well, the Company will provide access to a private office so that confidentiality can be maintained when
a female employee is meeting with the Women’s Advocate.
The Company and the Union will develop appropriate communications to inform female employees about
the advocacy role of the Women’s Advocate providing contact numbers to reach the Women’s Advocate.
The Company will also assign a management support person to assist the advocate in her role.
The Women’s Advocate will participate in an initial 40 hour basic training program and an annual three (3)
day update training program delivered by the Unifor National Women’s Department.
The Company agrees to pay for lost time, including travel time, registration costs, lodging, transportation,
meals and other reasonable expenses where necessary.

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN LANGUAGE
The Company agrees to recognize that women sometimes face situations of violence or abuse in their
personal life that may affect their attendance or performance at work. For that reason, the Company and
the Union agree, when there is adequate verification from a recognized professional (i.e. doctor, lawyer,
registered counsellor), a woman who is in an abusive or violent situation will not be subjected to discipline
if the absence can be linked to the abusive or violent situation. Absences which are not covered by sick
leave or disability insurance will be granted as absent with permission with pay.
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